Metcalf
gives Stacie
Lonquist a
rousing welcome
home party as
Lonquist crosses
the plate with the
winning run ¥
the nightcap o
last Wednesday's
doubleheader with
UC Davis. HSU
won 2-1, and lost
the first game 2-0.
HSU retained
first place in the
NCAC with the
split. Complete
standings and
details in this
issue. Page 31.

Powwow

Going to the dogs

Nearly 4,000 people from

Arcata’s Greyhound

across the continent
attend HSU’s third annua
powwow. Page 3.

Station closes, leaving
Eureka as the only place
in the area with a bus

Station. Page 15.

Mel MU aClAMnel Gls

Louisiana Pacific Corp.’s Samoa
pulp mill plans three projects to
clean wastewater and extend its
outflow pipe farther into the ocean.

Page 23,
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SCIENCE
dt Bay.
ion
of Humbol
@ L-P plans changes to stop dioxin pollut
Page 23.
w Don't throw that keeper back just yet. Officials want to reevaluate health warning on Samoa fish. Page 264.

27

CURRENTS
@ Theater arts’ production “The Heidi Chronicles” deals with
women’s issues, life's rich pageant. Page 30.
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@ Basketball star Siri Larsen heads for greener grass of Portland
State. Page 31.
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EprrortAL/ OPINION
@ The A.S. election is April27-29. The Lumberjack makes
recommendations, Page 35.

Take it from
ol? blue eyes.
Harry’s is the

|
|

ie
——

In the April 14 issue, The Lumberjack misspelled Gerry Arebalo's
name. It was reported Israel captured the West Bank from Egypt
after an Egyptian attack. In fact Israel launched a preemptive strike
against Arab forces on June 5, 1967, which resulted in the capture

of the West Bank from Jordan. The Lumberjack regrets these
errors and any confusion they may have caused.
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with Macintosh

@ The annual event attracted more than

ing

4,000 people and included music, dance,
story telling and basket making.
By Dioscoro
R. Recio

For 1992 social science
uate Radley Davis, last
we kend's
powwow in the West Gym
marked a successful homecoming as he observed his dream
flourish for the third straight
.
Davis, a
w
31-year-old

rector of Indian education at
Gateway School District in
Redding where he a
the
gap between teachersand Indian
students
from kindergarten through
12th grade
ag
oy 10 schools.
‘
t is unique about our
program is the cultural education component, which
involves

Pit River In-

The powwow

Bumey, ca.

Very inspiring —

dian

from

wasinlif,
strumental

in ae

ing the inau-

see

especially the

Allianceand

a

committees.

i,

wow makes
of
lot
a

eople

appy,”

ing, regalia
making and

even contemsues,” Davis
said.

More than

people.

children,

because that’s

wee.

going to keep

owwodlio.”

ALICIA ADAMS

Chemahavi Indian

is-

porary

the

souiannt of
e American Indian

eae a:

| like to come
and

as

anguage,

{ft revitalizesme.

al event
in 1991,ashe

served

ary telling,

is

<0) poole
~

the
observed
third annual

= Bey, Pai:

Ee

mete <n

snows
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in

Earth

Dayon April
Davis said, aa
ee
Se
eres
22.
whose wife,
trashowcased
powwow
The
|
as
served
Irma Amaro-Davis,

this year’s committee chairper-

powwow
is very inspir-

— It revitalizes me,” said
cia Adams, a Chemahavi In-

dian, whose tribe resides near
Needles. “T like to come and see
the people, especially the children, because earn
a
to
our
traditions.”
oe
os
highlighted
Blackstone, a drum group from
Saskatchewa,n Canada, as well
as the HSU Student Drum and
Mankillers.
Mankillers is an all-female
drum group comprised of HSU
community mem

Other singers, dancers and
drummers
ted 50 tribes
throughout the western United
States and Canada.
“We'rereally onan with the
outcome,” said

Diona Roja, vice

chairwoman of the
powwow
committee and wildlife junior.
‘ “The
powwow is good because it
brings us all together in
one circle, where we can share
our various cultures with one
another,” Roja said, who is a
Sault Ste. Marie tribe member of
the Chippewa Indians.
The ceremony consisted of 12
hours of performances Saturday and nine hours Sunday. The
event included competitive
dancing which varied from different styles throughout

Sguiudichon
with

“The

ditional Indian values and cul-

t to me to ture to modern society and to
son. “It is im
those native in Indian heritage.
studentsand
encourage
It was a re-enactment of certain
t
supportthem.Supportshouldn’
and emotional aspects
spiritual
stop after you graduate.”
of
their
humanity.
Davis now works as the di-

the

country and traditional dances
like the veterans honoring song,
the inter-tribal and the flag
dance.
Jennifer Jones, a 13-year-old

Ojibway Indian from Manitoba,
Canada, said the powwow
wasn’t just a social gathering,
but a way of life. Her parents
decided to take her and her

ANNA MOORE/ THE LUMBERJACK

Ron Walsey, above,is a Warm Springs Shoshone Bani Indian.
He was the Head Man Dancer at the powwow last weekend.Alicia
Adams, 26, below right, is a member of the Chemahavi indian

tribe.Several children performed a money dance showcasing

traditional indian ways

See Powwow, page 5
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Holocaust Remembrance Week

Darkness lingers after 50 years

@ An HSU professor shared his personal
experiences as a Polish Jew avoiding the

_ Nazis at a keynote address Monday.

a part of the effort to remem-

;

World War IL, sociology Profesor Sam Olin was

Polish Jew strugglingto
—

ber every victim of the genocidal
massacre.
Monday marked the beginseries of
ning of a week-long
the JSU.
by
d
hoste
events being
senior Mindy Shaffer,
co-chairoftheJSU, said Xhe club's

decision to create HSU’s first
Holocaust Remembrance Week

evolved because “itis something

, hoay)

Cee

aoe

ah!

Nazi movement
were murdered

§26-7653

as well.

Ithas been 48 years since WWII

NGTON
Photograpby

ended, but the shadow of the
Holocaust continues to hover

over the world.
A hint of
light broke through
thisdarkness
ay when communities
hout the world
observed National Holocaust
Remembrance Day.
HSU’s Jewish Student Union

iis:

199

important that needed to be
done.”
Oliner, chair of the sociology
and director of
ear
*s Altruistic Personality for
Pro-Social Behavioral Institute,
is one of several faculty members who are participatingin this
week’s activities.
Besides donating the photophs of the Holocaust displayed in the Library April 12 to
Friday, Oliner also spoke at the
week’s keynote address Monday evening.
Oliner said his involvementin
the activities stems in part from
the continuous need to discuss
the Holocaust.
“The Holocaust has great relevance today. ee WWID,

Please be prepared with alternate course choices in case the course you request
is not avaliable. The better prepared you are, the less time It will take to register. All

students will be limited to a course load of no more than 16 units during the early
registration process.

CLOSED/CANCELLED/NEW COURSES will be displayed on terminals located in

Karshner Lounge.

Registration materials are available at
your.advisor’s office beginning today
Wednesday, April 21 |
Schedule of classes are available at the WW,
Bookstore ©

FI

TM

uu

=e

Sharnberg added

that the

week also succeeds in being a

to the current
in Bosnia aS an eX-

major weapon in fighting antisemitism.

e relevance is that we
haven't learned from the Holocaust. Violence, racism, antisemitism, homophobia; these

ties throughout the world a real
effort of revisionist history. The
revisionists’
ve is to discredit the whole history of the
paren to deny it ever really

Oliner,
=

nh

ies are (still) happening.”

Also participating in this
week's events is Rabbi Les
Shamberg of Eureka’s Temple
Beth-El. Besides being JSU’s adis a professor of
viser, Sharnberg
at HSU.
studies
religious
In his personal research of the
Sharnberg

Holocaust,

has

learned that the tragedy “was
designed to eliminate certain
kinds of people in this wonderful, wonderful world of diversity that we live in.”
While the Jewish people were
the only group elected by the

Nazis for complete extermina-

tion, dissenters of the Holocaust,
gypsies, homosexuals, and the
handicapped were also targeted
for extinction.

Shaffer said the Holocaust
Remembrance Week was designed with all oppressed cultures in mind.

“(There) isin many communi-

“Holocaust Remembrance isa
time, once again, to assert the
facts of history in the face of this
virulent ... revisionist history.”
As a Jewish survivor of the

Holocaust, as well as an expert
on genocide, Oliner said he confronts someone who denies the
tragedy’s existence by “reasoning with him or her. I show the
evidence. It happened to me. I,
myself, am a Holocaust surviaan My family was extermiWhile Sharnberg and Oliner
both feel that anti-semitism is
not prevalent in Humboldt
County, Oliner added that
“there’snoteno
ee
taught
inuniversitiesand
colleges about
anti-semitism. It’s sort of being

See Holocaust, page 11
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Charter campus proposal

Study group advises McCrone
Rh *
ins

66 RNA

;

sentiments of President Clinton, stateSen. Mike

Thompso
en D-St. Helena, called for change in state politics

@ The university will hold a meeting May

ber of the Academic Informa-

3, providing a forum for suggestions
regarding the charter campus plan.

Takao from academic computing and compu
telecom-

By Frank Mina

“The study
was
a Crosssectionof consti
from the
university,” Slinker
said. “Ithink
(McCrone) is supportive of the
charter campus concept. It’s an
for Humboldt (State
niversity) to move to the forefront of
education.”
‘i oe es McCrone would
with the unwieldly process
of tryingto be democratic about
all views on the subject
same way anyoneelse
might.
“First you assimilate information,” Slinker said, “then you
take the information in and look
at it to determine what will be
the advantage.
“This is a multi-step process
that is not simply going to be
taker. care of all at once.
The Academic Senate, Associated Students, the Alumni
Association and the Advisory
Board have been sent copies of
the report to bediscussed among
their
tions.
The report is also available to
students in the Library at the
reserve desk.

volve more campus organizations and comm

when he visited campus Monday afternoon.

“This is anelection for change,” Thompson said. “A vote for |
me isa vote for change, and a vote for her (Margie Handley, R-

is @ vote for going back to the Deukmejian era.”
Willits)

enate seat against
Thompsonis
:
ng for the 2nd DistrictS
because neither
27
April
Handley in a special run-off election
of them received a majority of the votes in the special election

-

|

March 2.

_hompeon

"
He talked bout fisteackgecund asa graduate of CSU Chico
when discussing the proposed CSU fee increase.
‘ a0):

askealed the republican

eae

Aa

eeaeaa ra

in

eee

See

“If the fees were as high then as they are now, I wouldn’t.. ©

have been able to go to school,” Thompson said. “I will not
support the fees that are being proposed by this current”

administration.”

Thompson n saidsai he will continue to fight against Pete Wilson’

and the republicans, and against “those who want to bal
the budget on the backs of those peop le who can’t afford
suggest that. It’s a slap in the face to the
“It’s asinine to
students.”
the
and
working people
Professor Milt Boyd, former president of the CaliBiology
fornia Faculty Association
fed to ee
$00 faculty a letter
members.to Thompson

* HSU may be able to weaken

its ties to the state’s bureaucratic
system if Chancellor Barry
Munitz chooses the university
to become a charter campus.
HSU
President Alistair
McCrone createdan HSU Charter Campus Study Groupin February to discuss the idea of a
charter campus.
The group concluded the university president should
with a campus-wide deliberation about how to define HSU as

a charter campus.

‘In response to the study
group’s conclusion, McCrone

will hold a meeting May 3 from
3 to 5 p.m. in the Van Duzer

‘Theatre and will accept letters
expressing views of the charter
campus

idea from now until the

meeting.

es the facultyto vote for Thompson,

“In general, the charter campus ee
from secondary schools, allowing campuses
to have greater autonomy,” said

- Jason Kirkpatrick, California State Student Association repas a sign
resentative also presented Thompson with a T-shirt

William Herbrechtsmeier, religious studies assistant professor

future and the future of our students at

of support.

The election is to replace the vacant seat left open by Sen.
‘eene, the former Senate majority leader, announced his

eS

tion Reerral Center; and Laurie

and member of the study group.
“The idea keeps the cam
from being entangled in the bureaucracyof the CSU systemand
the state.”
A charter campus would in-

members

in campus decisions and lessen
the state’s control of HSU.
Munitz proposed that HSU
should consider the idea of being one of three possible charter
cam

as a wayto “createan

innovative institution for the21st
century,” Michael Slinker, director of university affairs, said.

Munitz
Poly San

proposed HSU, Cal
Luis Obispo and a

planned CSU campus at the lo-

cation of former army base Fort
Ord as potential sites for charter
campuses.
The group consisted of 12 apinted members from campus:
Carlton, director of composition and English associate
professor; Ken Combs, director
of physical services; Fred
Cranston, physics professor; Gail
Fults, business administration
rofessor;
William
erbrechtsmeier, religious studies assistant professor; Sherry
Jones, English department secretary; Phillip Humphreys, as-

“We don’t want to

sistant director of clubs and or-

up the

best of our values,”
said.
“We need to continue the( Hum-

ganizations; Terrie Jordan, coordinator of disabled student services; Burt Nordstron,, director
of the University Center; Jerry
Somerville, head of the HSU
Advisory Board; Julie Stenger, a
sociology senior and staff mem-

boldt State University ) tradition of inclusion and consultation (of students).

“We wantto provide the highest level of education possible.”

Powwow: Campus and community focus on native culture
e

nationwideand sellingandtrad’
art work.

;
peneneer PORN?

danceregaliafeatured365

and
brather out of public school

snuff lids tied by
peruse an independent educa- Co
intricate knotson her long bla
tion.
Jones took first place in the cotton dress that resemble the
jingle dress dance in the teen daysinthe yearandsoundedas
category. Her family’s lifestyle she danced
consists of attending powwows _— Red, blue and pink beaded

flowers formed on her dress to
represent her tribe and three

dancing for.” Jones sa‘ 1. “Dancing is a good feeling. I get an
inner feeling that makes me want

were given to
head band, which
her by her grandfather.
to carry
to meant
“It is import
ein
society,
today’s
onmy cultur
kid’s
because a lot of
don’t even know what they're

to dance even harder for the
le. “

eagle feathers stood from her

= approached them with the
idea.
“We have fought tooth and
nail to have this powwow, even
behind closed doors and under
the table,” Davis said. “By holding this powwow we are vali-

P Davis is pleased with the success of the powwow, but said
the HSU administrators weren't
very cooperative when he origi-

dating multicultural education
on this campus.”
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Meet the A.S. Presidential Candidates
Blaze Baker

Jason Kirkpatrick

WHY ARE YOU RUNNING FOR A.S. PRESIDENT?

WHY ARE YOU RUNNING FOR A.S, PRESIDENT?

“I have a whole lot of goals, and they can be accomplished
much better as A.S. president than through any other means.”

“There’s been some good people working
here (in the A.S.
Council), but to no apparent av
proof rests in the fact that
we are having continued cuts and fee increases. Seeing them
workingat that level and not really getting anywhere, I feel I

WHAT ARE YOUR QUALIFICATIONS?

have ideas that may be in a different direction.

WHAT ARE YOUR QUALIFICATIONS?
“I'm the classic type A

Integrity, honesty, a
positive attitude. “I have experience in
con how to be sae adinetlie in achieving my goals within
the
system.”
.
“I also will by taking only 6 units each semester next year and won't be working;

ty— go go go.”

“havealot of energy ad tine dots ent Yar havea fesing alot fhe AS.
members)
get involved
and lose their energy or realize they don’t have the time. I
Oe
ee,

“Thavea strong |

p streak in me; I feel I could be a good, effective leader.”

WHAT ARE YOUR GOALSIF ELECTED?

¢ Generate more student interest and involvementin elections. “I’m pretty grassroots oriented. I take elections very seriously ... and what I see going on here is that

the students as a whole

aren't v

ying no attention, I want to use the

ae

And because of this, the politicians
are

on asa tool to ... work on increased voter

to network with other A.S. governments at other campuses to do

same.”
“I would
like to get in a position of the A.S. where I could, as a regular

of what

A.S. does, work to
a tnsdoneh
tically aware, re
le, coh
d.”
¢ Work at maintaining faculty,
staf , and building both up. “We're losing some to
death and some to the Golden
shake, but we aren’t rehiring. Also, lowering the

number of students next year also means graduate students, and that means (for
sciences) lab assistants, lab preps, and lab teachers. Right now, I think creative
solutions are more important than ... across the board elimination, or ‘total fairness.’”
Increase the visibility of A.S. on campus. “I’m damn loud.”

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION/ POSITION ON NEXT YEAR’S PROBABLE FEE INCREASE?

“I don’t like it. Who does? It’s unfortunate, and I want to do what we can to stop it,

I’ve been planning this for a year, and I’ve planned my school schedule around it.”

WHAT ARE YOUR GOALS IF ELECTED?

¢ Would like to continue with reforming the board of trustees that govern the CSU
tem. “As A.S. president I would have more power in dealing with legislature on
is issue and coordinating with other campus presidents.”
¢ More student
tation on campus committees; most only have one student

per committee, such as the Academic Resources Allocation Committee. “I would like

to see the students have more say, and Iwill make those things happen.”
¢ Would like to turn the Loft, which has been consistently losing
money, into a
student coffee house. The clientele
is mostly faculty, and the
this. “What
people don’t know is that the students own (the University Center building). I would
work to see the Loft turned into a place more accessible to students by facilitating a
student majority on the Lumberjack Enterprises.”
Make A.S. a resource for clubs. “They should be able to come to us when they have
barriers, when they aren’t able to get through the bureaucracy that students have to
deal with on this campus, like getting a room reservation (on campus) or reserving
the Quad. They should have something to break through that bureaucracy for them,
and the Associated Students should be that tool.”
“Some students in forestry and natural resources say ... their school life exists at
that end of the campus so it’s hard for them to come up here. One of the things I’d like
to experiment with is having a couple of (A.S. Council) meetings at different places.
If we get better turnout that way I think we should do it. It would be tougher on the
council to have a flexible place to meet, but we are here to facilitate student input.”

bit it may be fairly inevitable. I don’t necessarily mind paying more to keep the
quality we've had at Humboldt. It isa good school. But the students can’t be expected
tocontinue to pay more and receive less” in terms of class availability, staff and overall
quality.

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION/ POSITION ON NEXT YEAR’S FEE INCREASE?

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON THE CAMPUS IF THE FEE INCREASE GETS

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON THE CAMPUS IF THE FEE INCREASE GETS

PASSED? WHAT COULD A.S, DO TO HELP COUNTER THE EFFECTS?

“It’s morally unjust, it’s a bad investment for our future, and it’s illegal.”

PASSED? WHAT COULD A.S. DO TO HELP COUNTER THE EFFECTS?

Decrease in ethnic diversity. “We'll have a more white campus than we have had,

“Due to continual fee increases, in a matter of a few years we have eliminated the
availability of people to go to school, which means we’re going to have this elitist
lump coming
through.
Humboldt is glaringly white, there is very little ethnic
diversity in the classroom.”
“Minorities here do feel more isolated and are less represented than the Caucasians
on campus.” He thinks Associated Students should encourage pope such as the
Cultural Roundtable, and the continuing upsurgence of individual ethnic clubs and

(minorities) need to have a place where they can go to hang out, where they can feel
comfortable, a place where they can organize from. A.S. needs to be as supportive as

organizations.

IN CASE OF FURTHER BUDGET SHORTFALLS, WHICH STUDENT PROGRAMS WOULD YOU

amore elite student makeup. I think A.S. really needs to stand firmly behind the new
Cultural Center (to be located on the second floor of the Women’s Center). They
it can of that.”

SUPPORT OR SUGGEST CUTTING FIRST? Last?

IN CASE OF FURTHER BUDGET SHORTFALLS, WHICH STUDENT PROGRAMS WOULD YOU

SUPPORT OR SUGGEST CUTTING FIRST? LasT?

“lama very tactile person. I would literally sit down with a piece of paper and a pen
ization that A.S. sponsors, the cash they are getting, i.e.
and write down —s
That
fund, and how many students they are serving.
percentage of
what
would be the most important, especially if there’s some organization that’s getting
funding but not doing a whole lot for very many rire.

be recycling. That one benefits

“Therefore, the last one on my hit list would

everybody, not just the campus, but the world. Sports also serves a lot of people, not
just the students but the alumni as well.”
ABOUT THE “CHANGING
THE MASCOT” ISSUE ...
“I feel it’s the kind of issue that distracts from what's really im

budget situation. But if it is to change, I vote for the Humboldt Squids.”

t, like the

“I would call for a general assembly of all the students, where we could have this
discussion. I would not make that decision. I would let all the students decide, either
through questionaires or advertisements in The Lumberjack asking the students to
write specifically what they wanted.”
ABourT THE “CHANGING THE MASCOT” ISSUE ...
Doesn’t agr ee with the way the issue has been decided thus far. “It shouldn’t have
been decided by a council of eight people with a few people allowed a half-hour to
discuss it.
“There should have been time set aside, maybe in the Goodwin Forum or the Kate

Buchanan Room, and been massive advertising saying, ‘We're ha
this meeting,
anyone interested please come’, and then all the comments that would
have come out
of a meeting
like that could be taken into account, and then maybe the A.S. could try
to do so
ing based on those opinions.”
— Reported by Teri Carnicelli
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International fare gi ves students taste of the world
@ Festival sought to “aid all in obtaining
broader knowledge about the world” and
featured international food and music.
By Peter Finegan
People of the world — mostly
all
students —
gathered in
the Kate Buchanan
Room Sunday evening for a cultural festireplete with dance, food and
music.

“Exposure to another way of
life is a means of generating a
sense of awareness and interest
in life’s diversity,” said Graciela
Ornelas, president of the International Student Union.
Ornelas was pleased with the
festival turn-out; approximately
150 to 200 people attended the
annual event organized by ISU,
“ISU hopes to aid allin obtaining broader perspectives and
knowledge about the world
through various cultural activities,” Ornelas said.
Countries represented at the
festival included:
Mexico
Ornelas, a psychology and
women’s studies senior, showed
a colorful display of books, pictures and cooking implements,
which included anantique handmade scrubber made from pine
needles and a molcajete, a stone

mortar and pestle.

Ornelas, from Tijuana, said
she hopes to establish women’s
centers throughout Latin
America and is now helping the
planned ops
of centers in
Arcata and Eureka
A

After the Russian invasion of
Afghanistan, Nafisa Sekandari,
a psychology senior, fled with
her family13 years ago when she
was ten years old.
“We had to leave for
political
reasons,” Sekandari said. ae
started getting rid of anyonewi
political
influence.”
Her family has a long history
of posse influence: her paternal great-great-great
grandfather was the kingof Afghanistan
and her maternal grandfather
was once the Afghani ambassador to Moscow.

;

Sekandari wore an Afghani
dress and showed an old flag, a
“Free Afghanistan” poster,
needlepoint, and books, including an HSU library book which
showed a picture of her ancestor, the king.

by Fabrice De Clerck, a forestry
and international law sophomore from Belgium.
De Clerck wants to work on
Third World development for
the United Nations.
“It’s one eee De Clerck
said. “everybody deserves our
help as much as possible.”
Bulgaria
Slavena Savona, a senior at
McKinleyville High School,
came from Sofia, the capital city
of Bulgaria, on the invitation of
HSU economics Professor
Theodore Ruprecht.
Savona showed a costume
horse harness and an icon painting of St. George slaying a
dragon.
to help
Savona said sheaspires
study
students
Bulgarian
other
in America.
Germany

The German Club, including

German majors Monika Preiss

and Tom McCabe, showed books
and traditional clothes, including a dirndl kleid,a southern German dress, and a leder hosen, a
pair of men’s leather pants.
Preiss, a junior, said the club

German discusholdsbimonthly
its periodic
besides
sion groups
parties and potlucks.
ANNA MOORE/ THE LUMBERJACK

India

Belgium

Wine, cheese, chocolate and
the traditional staple of potatos
and brussel sprouts were offered

Workaholics, _
night owls,
insomniacs.

Wearing a festival dress

See International, page 12

Environmental engineering sophomore Shalini Krishnamachari

performed an Indian folk dance Sunday.
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Reform bill would stop trustees
from contributing to governor
@ Student association cites two members
of the CSU Board of Trustees who have

contributed to governors.
By Frank Mina

She said Trustee Marianthi

(UMBERJACK STAFF
The state Senate amended a
bill April 12 which would prohibit the governor from appointing
people who have
madecontributionstoanygovernor-controlled

__ Lansdale, replaced in March,
donated nearly $62,000 to Gov.
George Deukmejian, who later
appointed her to the board of
trustees.
Blackashaw said Trustee Wil_liamD.Campbell donated nearly

committee

within the past three years to

the CSU Board of Trustees.

“

Thebill states, “Nopersonis

INStead of

eligible for appointment as a

bein

three years prior tohisorher

WOtChdogs for

to, or solicited or accepted any

the public

campaign
contribution for an
coumndten controlled by the

interest they

trustee if, during a period of

appointment, heor she donated

governor.”

The bill is sponsored by Sen.

have

g

the lapdogs for
th POWETS-

bill ——

that-be.’

ees

for Board of Trust-

reform.

Anne Blackshaw, California

ADVERTISEMENT

State Student Association’slegislative analyst in Sacramento,

New York Times

said in a telephone interview,
“The trustees
are an elitism ...
and we are trying to put together a state-wide legislation
to make the trustees respon-

need to continue to find ways to make this likelihood less of a
likelihood,” Vitti said at a press conference Monday at HSU.
The budget proposal, which the Legislature is deliberating,
would cut $108 million from the CSU budget causing approximately 2,000 members of CSU staff and faculty to be laid off and
nearly 10,000 students from being able toaffard higher education
in the CSU system.

It called for the appointments tobe
doutamong
student, alumni and faculty ortions as well as the state
Senate and Assembly.

nage,”she said. “I
kind of
am confident we haven’t found

sible to CSUs.”
Blackshaw said beforesome

“Instead of being watchdogs
for the public interest,” the advertisement states, “they have
become the lapdogs for the
powers-that-be.”
Blackshaw said it is time to
come to a starting point where
the inadequacy of the board of
trustees can be dealt with.
Originally the bill only dealt
with reformation of the UC
Board of
ts, but CSSA
pressed for the inclusion of the

and conform to the status quo.”

ment.

$4,000 through his company to
the governor.
“We want to eliminate this

Assemblywoman Hilda
Solis, D-La Puente, sponsored
the bill and introduced it to the
Assembly March 5.

“This bill stemmed from the
composition and diversity of
the state which the largely homogenized
board does notrepresent,” Blackshaw said.
“We are really coming at
the board from all sides now,”
she said.

Ten thousand students will be lost from the CSU system if The
the CSU budget proposal, said Board of
Legislature
Trustees Chairman Anthony Vitti.

“We will lose some students and that is unfortunate, but we

“We have tried to obviate this possibility
from occurring,” he said, “by creating a

a

formula that will spread the cost between

er
ae
i

>
ri
,
oe
ANTHONY VITT!

4

students who can afford (higher education)
and the state.
“Those who can afford it will pay and

those who can’t afford it will be offered
student aid.”
To reduce the hassle of trying to get ~
dent aid, the chairman said the Board o
Trustees will allocate $6 million to $7 mil-

lion to create a user-friendly (student aid) program.

Vitti, a trustee since 1989, said the trustees’ fee increase pro_ which was approved by the Board of Trustees last month
ut needs approval from the Legislature, would augment the
$130 million estimated student attrition by $150 million.
He said, “One-third

(of the $150 million) will go toward

student aid, one-third toward new classroom restoration and

new course sections, and one-third to operations.”
Vitti said the trustees’ perce for fee increases would make
students pay one-third the cost of education per year and the
state pay two-thirds of the cost over a three-year period.
The trustees’ proposal would increase fees by $450 this year,
with an incremental
increase for the next three years.
Vitti, who has visited 18 out of the 22 CSU campusesin the past
12 months, said, “Everyone’s concerned about this year’s budget. It seems to permeate the system.”

for the
as it is es
for the truste
“The question of fees is as painful

students,” he said. “It is up to us to find alternative sources of
funding.”

WOW

all the money (contributions).”
of the trustees became memHayden took out an adverbers of the board they made
in the March 19 issue of
tisement
_
contributions to governor-conthe New York Timesin which he
trolled committees.

eliminates students
By Frank Mina
TUMBERUACK STAFF

amended.
An earlier bill this year,
which called for the reformation of the trustees, asked for
the distribution of some of the
governor's power of appoint-

'

Budget prop sal

top. The governor ...
appoints
his big cam
con
tors
and political allies to the UC
Board of Regents and the CSU
Board of Trustees. ... These
contributors in turn support

CSU system and the bill was

become

Tom Hayden, D-Los Angeles,
and wasintroduced to the State
Senate March?.Itisthesecond

states, “The crisis starts at the
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A. S. EXECUTIVES
Vote for one person per position

A. S. PRESIDENT
BLAZE BAKER
JASON KIRKPATRICK
+

| ADMINISTRATIVE
VICE PRESIDENT

CHAN LEE

ISLATIVE
a
PRESIDENT
VICE

STUDENT AFFAIRS
VICE PRESIDENT

JOHN W. SCHUTT JR.

SYNTHIA M. DEJESUS

TARA RAQUINIO

PETER NORTH WILSON

A. S. COUNCIL COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVES

only)
(Vote for no more than two College Representatives in your College
ARTS & HUMANITIES
REPRESENTATIVE

BEHAVIORAL & SOCIAL
SCIENCES REPRESENTATIVES

NATURAL RESOURCES &
SCIENCES REPRESENTATIVES

MOLLY FOURNIER KRILL

SETH RAFKIN

MARK S. NELSON
JENNIFER RICE
KARL ROHRBAUGH

There is still time to become a write-in candidate.

Deadline to submit petition is Friday, April 23, 5 p.m.

ation.
Stop by the Associated Students Office or phone 826-3771 for more inform

INITIATIVES
ted Students
the Associated Students fee level are independent ofeach other. The current Associa
IMPORTANT NOTE: The two referendums presented below regarding
approval is required.
The fee would increase by the amount reques ted in the referendum, if successful. A majority
‘
is $21 per semester ($42 an academic year).
fee
lected council for student programs.
The Associated Students fee remains here on campus and Is distributed by the student-e

Program Saver Fee Referendum
to support programs such as the Women's Center, Youth
Do you favor increasing the Associated Students Fee $2 per semester ($4 an academic year)
Events, Campus Recycling, Campus Center
Educational Services (YES), Children's Center, Student Clubs, Cultural Programing, CenterArts Special
ng Fall 1993 semester?
for Appropriate Technology (CCAT), Drop In Recreation, Lumberjack Days, Tutoring, and many others beginni

Do you approve of a $2 per semester ($4 an academic year) increase?

NO

YES

Campus Recycling Initiative
Campus Recycling of Humboldt State University is requesting a $1 increase in the Associated Students fee to be earmarked for the recycling and waste

reduction program at HSU. This $1 increase would be collected Fall semester, beginning Fall 1993.
Do you approve of a $1 increase to be earmarked for Campus Recycling?

NO

YES

HSU Mascot
Do you feel the current HSU Mascot, the Lumberjack, is:

ACCEPTABLE

UNACCEPTABLE

Fair Share Initiative

“The Fair Share Initiative” states IRA funding of intercollegiate sports will be reduced to a maximum of 35% of IRA allocated funds per fiscal year as

opposed to the present 48% they presently receive. 35% funding is based on supporting at least ten HSU intercollegiate teams. Likewise, no department
shall receive more than 35% of the IRA's allocated funds per fiscal year. A reduction in the number of teams results in a proportionate reduction in
IRA funding to intercollegiate athletics. It is the intent of the HSU student body that no more than 10% of the IRA budget be allocated for intercollegiate

athletic insurance, and that no more than 25% of the IRA budget be allocated for intercollegiate athletic players per diem. In addition, intercollegiate
ee

nr

a

with Section
female terms as in accordance

410

Rape Awareness
Class
Do you support the addition of a mandatory one unit week-end seminar

Tuesday,
Hours:

Wednesday,

course on Rape Awareness

& Thursday

to the general curriculum?

YES

¢ April
27, 28 & 20

Natural Resources Building, and the Residence Halls.
9 am to 4 pm except the Library, which is open until 8 pm Tuesday and Wednesday.
Paid Advertisement

NO

Campus

Career Center offers

job information

clips

Information on paid internships and workshops is available in the Career Development
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Finals scheduled

during the weekend

due today.

This year’s march includes

ington are: Bernstein, geology
senior Larry Williams and biol-

als and free yogurt cones.
Third place will receive a free
— one free movie rental and
yogurt cone.

—Sandy Barker

HSU students going to Wash-
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Arthur Andersen and Co. in
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‘ure tomorrow.
. The lecture, titled “The
Andersen Business Ethics Pro-

© Continued from page 4
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Slide show Sunday
A slide show on Headwaters

Forest will be held Sunday at
7:30 p.m. in the Kate Buchanan

Boor.
[mans

ecologist and au-

thes RudolfBeckingand nature,

h
her Doug Thron will.,
photograp
The show will focus on upcoming

legislation

Headwatersand

protect

to

old-growth de-

pendent species.
An open discussion will be
held after the slide show.
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Officer recovering from accident
oa reer

See

When
t Dennis Sousa
of the University Police Department was kicked in the head by
a horse March 20, “they said it
sounded like a bat striking a
ball.”

“1 lost two days,” Sousa said.

“I couldn’t remember anything.
Everything that I know about
the accident was told to me by
others or from what I read.”
Sousa is still recovering from
theaccident which knocked him
unconscious for two days and

left him
withaskull
fracture
that
included 30
to 40 bone
chips in his
forehead.
“The
Svcs
doctors
said if I didn’t havea larger than
normal forehead, I might not be
alive today,” Sousa said.
According to Sousa, the incident occurred during an “endurance ride,” a 50-mile horse ride
by Mt. Hamilton near San Jose.

His wife, Joyce, also participated
in the ride.

The ride wasa benefit to help

the Bureau of Land Reclamation

take care of wild mustang horses
in the desert areas of California

and Nevada.
Sousa said 13 miles into the
80-horse race, at a veterinarian

check stop, he leaned over and
was struck by another rider’s

horse.

After being kicked, Sousa was

driven five milesina

truck to the

base camp, where a Stanford

University helicopter waited to
take him to a San Jose hospital.

amazwas se
time on
“Theresp
ing,” Sousa said. “I’m very
thankful to be alive.”
During surgery, Sousa said
nine metal plates, much like
“chain links” were inserted in
his forehead to give it strength.
“There's literally a hole in my

@ The Campus Center
for Appropriate Technology
the theft of
approximately 8 plants,
taken from out of the
ground, since April 11.

very frag-

head,” Sousa said. “It’s

ile still.”

grew up ona dairy
who a,
Sous

farm in Ferndale, said he has
logged 4,000 miles of competitive riding without injury.
Although doctors said it'll take
a year for his head to heal, he

@Ananon

containing marijuana. The
bottle was turned into UPD

expects to be back at work July 1.

Sunday.
@ An M-80, a quarter

International: Students share cultures
© Continued from page 8
known as a ghagra, Shalini
Krishnamachari,

an envi-

ronmental engineering
sophomore, awed the audi-

ence with a North Indian
dance based on the love

song, Morni.
Krishnamachari,

from

Hyderabad, India, said the
song is based on a young
girl in love.
Krishnamachari, the sec-

retary
for ISU, said she plans
to be an environmental consultant.

In her work she hopes to

balance industrial interests
with environmental concerns.

Indonesia/Thalland
Japan
Aki Matsuya, from Shizuoka,
Kris Trivisvavet, a College of
Japan, played a koto, a long 13the Redwoods student, and
string instrument which lays on
Vacharee Chaiyakul, a psycholthe floor.
ogy senior —both from Thailand
Matsuya attends the Interna— teamed up with Agus
tional English Language InstiKaryanto, from Indo nesia to
serve these a
rs: Chicken ~ tute housed at HSU. She said she
wants
to learn French and
°
Sa-tae, Almond Tofu, cucumber
ish, too, and eventually be a
salad and Egg Sambal.
translator.
Also served was Thai tea and
Japanese students served
coffee.
nikujaga,
a meat and potato stew
The coffee wasconsidered so
seasoned with dashi. strong one participant joked how
Also on display were fans,
“it was causing his heart
to murdecorated
chop sticks, pen and
mur.”
ink
drawings,
and a samurai
Karyanto, a computer inforsword.
mation system senior, said he
hopes to work for Indonesian
Satellite Telecommunicationsin
Jakarta after he graduates.

Philliphinnes

ro

Justine Whipple, of Arcata,

female

found a cadaaion bottle

stick of dynamite

placed

in a soda can exploded inside Madrone Hall Saturday, activating the buildings fire alarm.

and Steve Aguilar, of Eureka,
danced in costume.
The dance was about the
traditional courting process
held between Filipino men
and women.

@ A keg was seen being
loaded intu a state vehicle
Friday, by the Marching
Lumberjacks. UPD investigated and found the keg

Romania
Anton Munteanu, from
Transylvania, Romania, and
Libby Smultea, a French senior, showed Romanian rugs
and other ethnic artifacts.
They also served mititei, a
ground beef and pork dish seasoned with garlic and peppers.
Munteanu attends the International ELI, and said he
wants to pursue his under-

to contain lemonade.

BA load of laundry was
stolen April 12, from the
Redwood Hall laundry
room. The clothing was
valued at $250.
B A hitch ball and radio
receiver were stolen from
a Plant Operations vehicle
parked on the street in
front of the Plant Operations building.

graduate education at HSU.

— Jason Tennant
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Rabbi Les Sharnberg, above, used a
biblical tale to illustrate the plight of
those living with AIDS and HIV at
Thursday’s service. HSU Assistant
Professor Lourin Plant, right, directed
the gospel choir through a set of new

songs.
DAVIO KLEINPETEFVTHE LUMBERJACK

Plaza service remembers AIDS victims
@ The Interfaith Gospel
Choir and Rabbi Les
Shamberg highlighted a
vigil to remember those

who died from AIDS.
By Gini Berquist
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Approximately 100 people gathered
on the Arcata Plaza Thursday in remem-

brance of people who died from AIDS
and for those living with HIV and AIDS.
The event lasted more than half an
hour and featured the Arcata Interfaith

Gospel

Choir and Rabbi Les Scharnberg.
gospel choir sang such songs as
“We Need Your Help” and “Oh, Happy
Day” at the vigil under the direction of

“It’s the first time we'd sung these songs

public.”
bbi Les Scharnberg spoke at the vigil
between performances from the choir.
“If wecannot share our hopes... we are
HSU Assistant Professor of music Lourin
all victims,” he said.
Plant.
Scharnberg told lis“Thisisanew choir,
teners the Bible story
and we wanted to
of Moses going before
come and to contribthe ruler of Egypt to
ute to the solemn
show him a leprosyevents
of _ this
A GLOBAL
infected hand and reevening,” Plant said
CONDITION
lated it to what God
before
the
choir
would have told
started.
Moses to do today.
Plant said the choirlearned “Oh, Happy
“Today, God would have told Moses
Day” only half an hour before the vigil
...
‘I want you to take that hand out, and
began.

Pa

in

Sail

ae

“We really just learned it,” Plant said.

I want you to shake it in front of the

people. I want you to get close to them
and watch them run away when your
hand is bloody and you
have
ye
Scharnberg said.
“We're all still in the pharaoh’s court
running away

when we should embrace,”

he said.
“I would hope that when we memorialize, when we remember, that we should
remember to embrace and not to run
away.”

:

Luis Chabolla, the outreach coordina-

tor for CenterArts, said the vigil went
“pretty well.”

“We had a small but enthusiastic turn

out,” he said.
Other guests were scheduled to speak
but did not show up.

King verdict ‘half-empty, half-full’ situation
Students respond to jury’s decision in controversial civil rights case
By Andrew Hessel

Neither rioting nor jubilation followed the announcement Saturday
that two Los Angeles police officers
were acquitted and two convicted on
charges of violating Rodney King’s
rights by beating him March 3, 1991.
After six weeks of testimony and 40
hours of deliberation, a jury of nine
whites, two blacks and one Hispanic
returned the verdict to federal Judge
John Davies on Friday.
Sgt. Stacey Koon, supervisor at the

beating scene, was convicted of allowing King’s civil rights to be violated.
Officer Laurence Powell, videotaped delivering more than 50 blows

with a billy club, was convicted of

“The 16 to 18 policemen standing around
were not even charged. It’s a miscarriage
of justice.”

NATHAN SMITH
HSU ethnic studies department chairman

He said the verdict had bought Los
er some peace, at least until the
trial of four black youths accused of
beating white truck driver Reginald

Denny.
Fifty-three people were killed during riots in the wake
of the acquittal of
all four police officers by a state court
last year.
“A man on the street concerned

willfully violating King’s rights.
Officer Theodore Briseno and former
Officer Timothy Wind were acquitted of
all charges.
5
Sentencing is set for August 4. Koon
and Powell could draw up to 10 years in
prison and $250,000 in fines.
Nathan Smith, assistant professor and
chairman of HSU’s ethnic studies department, said, “ The 16 to 18 policemen

standing around were not even charged.
It’s a miscarriage of justice.”“Most white people consider that (police brutality) an aberration, and most
black people consider it something that
happensevery week, every day,” hesaid.

“Unless you’ve experienced it, people
still can’t believe that our police, our
protectors do that sort of thing. I’ve experienced it from Michigan to Mississippi.”

with equal justice is going to be disappointed” in the Denny case, Smith
said.
Businessadministration junior Jesse
King said,“ All four of them (Denny
case defendants) are going to go.

There’s no doubt of that.”
He said, “Justice was served, up to

See Verdict, page 19
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To cut or not to cut

Redway man fights to h arvest old-growth trees

—™@ Members of the county Planning

Commission hold a heated debate to
decide whether a man has the right to cut
ancient redwood trees on his property.
By Dawn Hobbs
TUMBERJACK STAFF

The harvest of old-growth redwood trees on private property
in Redway sparked controversy
and was temporarily halted after a 3-2 vote by the Humboldt
County Planning Commission
Thursday.

Randy Lucero requested the
approval of a special permit to
harvest seven trees, including
four old-growth redwoods, from
his property to protect existing

structures and permit the con-

ancient trees and “want green
grass and a yard like so many of
our neighbors have.”

“This is not a national forest
or a state park,” Lucero said.
“This is our home and our yard.

I'm told this is a property rights
issue, and who has our property
rights, my neighbors or me?”
Bruce Willis, the licensed timoperator

employed

“I’m told this is a property rights
issue, and who has our property
rights, my neighbors or me?"

and commission debate, Steve

struction of a new garage.
In addition, Lucero said he
and his family are unable to enjoy their yard because of the

ber

claims “that the redwoods are
in danger of extinction is lunacy,” adding that “there are
lots of other trees that look just
like them.”
After a heated public hearing

by

Lucero to harvest the trees, said

RANDY LUCERO

Werner of the Humboldt
County Planning Department
suggested the commission grant
approximate 60-day delay to
an
allow for the staff’s preparation

Redway resident

disagreed with the staff's rec-

living space. Also the Q zone,as

commercial zone for a dump

Dave

wood near the house “is a hazard.”
Kirby “wholeheartedly” disagreed with Sorensen and said,
“You don’t have to be a forester

Kirby and Kitch Eitzen voted
against it because they wanted
to deny Lucero the special per-

is bogus,” adding that, “all of
U.S. Highway 101 would have

impact

of an environmental

ommendation because a_red-

study.
Chair Dale Brown and Commissioners Jim

Sorensen

and

Greg Bish approved the continuation.

But Commissioners

to see talk about the safety issue

to beclearcut” in order toensure
safety.
“There are trees everywhere
in that area that are endangering structures,” Kirby said, adding that there is no reason to cut
the “healthy” old growth redwood when Lucero can just

mit.

Prior to Werner's suggestion,
Sorensen and Bish voted togrant

Lucero the permit although the
Planning Department recom-

mended the commission deny it
based on findings in the staff

report and its intepretation of
the R1B3Q county zoning ordi-

move the site 20 feet.

Agreeing with Sorensen, Bish
said, “It is not in thisjurisdiction

nance established in 1987.

Designed to protect the ancient forests, the ordinance liming
owth redits the cutt
of old-gr
woods to the site of a planned

to tell him (Lucero) where to put

his building. And whether he

sells the trees for money or notis

not our concern.”
Eitzen said she would allow
the cut of “the one old-growth
redwood next to the house,”
adding that harvesting the remainder of the redwood trees is
a “financial cut and not a cut for

building on private property.

After investigation, the staff recommended Lucero build his

garage on another available spot
on the parcel and eliminate the

need to cut the trees.

Sorensen, who is a forester,

Now
,

ve

44%
2862 7

4
4%

CR

I read

it, is residential and not a

truck and a garage.”
Brown threatened to have the
Sheriff's Department remove
one man and

numerous times

quieted the crowd, many of
whom presented emotional testimony

prior

Whether it’s cool and blue or red hot, jazz sounds

asingle CD. Dig it

Several residents said they

bought property in the lower
Redway area because

zoning

prohibits harvest of the ancient
redwoods,
and they also bought
their property accepting the
pending dangers of living with

redwood trees. These residents
formed a committee and collected more than 250 signatures
opposing the harvest of the redwoods on Lucero’s property.
“We live in a unique and special area, and property owners
are concerned with the value
and future of their property,”
said Linda Sutton, adding they
are “tired of being assaulted by
people trying to make a quick
buck.”
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Backpacking Department...
‘All Boots
15%
Off!
¢ Selected Tents, Save Up To $175!
¢ Caribou Chico Classic Daypack

reg.$38.95 Sale $28.50

YOUR CABLE ISN'T JUST FOR TELEVISION ANYMORE.

Free Digital
Cable Radio
Installation
CM

ees...

443-3127

Offer good in wired, servicable areas only with either Non Video Drop Service
or Expanded Basic Service. Other restrictions may apply.

Bicycling Department...
¢ Rockhopper Future Shock Save $5O!
reg.$700 Sale $650
* Cannondale

1 Qt. H20 Bottles

1/2 Price...

Only $1.99!
¢ Cannondale Handlebar Bags and Rack
Trunks... Save Up To 40%

Plus Many

the

commission’s deliberation.

zY
betteron Digital Cable Radio. It's uninterrupted
In flawless digital sound. Along with 17 other
music channels. Directly from their cable into your
sterco system. And it costs less than what youd pay lor

to _

Other In-Store Specials!
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e A fram ed picture of the family is a great way to let
.
your Mom know you'r thinking of her. Plus, it’s a
great way to let her show off the family she’s so proud of.

Although the Greyhound bus depot shut its doors last month forcing residents to now purchase
tickets at the Eureka station, they can still catch the bus in Arcata.

Arcata bus depot closes

After all,

you're the reason she can celebrate.

NORTHTOWN
ART SUPPLY

Manager hopes Eureka station will relocate
ing closed in small townsall over
the United States. “They can’t
afford keeping them open.”

By Eric Souza
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Arcata Greyhound depot

“Even though we're not very
big, the Eureka station is the big-

was closed last month because it
was losing money, but the buses

gest depot between San Fran-

will continue to pick upand drop
off people in Arcata.
he Arcata station lost a lot
of money,” said HSU graduate
Perry Bressman, manager /agent

cisco and

Portland, Oregon,”

Bressman said.
“We haveamuch higher number of people coming through
Eureka than Arcata,” he said.

at Greyhound’s Eureka station.
“Eureka made well over a half a

“Wecan send people all over the
United States from here.”
The Eureka station is located
at 1603 4th St., but Bressman
would like to relocate. “I want to

million dollars last year. Arcata

wasn’t even close.”

Bressman said stations are be-

move the station to a more desirable location, like down on

the bay. We’re trying toimprove
the image.”

Prices for bus trips from Eureka are also less expensive thanfrom Arcata.
“You can save a lot more by

going from the Eureka station,”
Bressman said. “Also you can
save a lot of money with advanced purchases. You can go
toSan Francisco for $15 one way,
with three weeks notice. You
can’t hardly drive there for that
price.”
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MAGNUM MALT LIQUOR QUARTS $ .99
COCA COLA SIX PACKS $1.99
MOSKOV VODKA $1.75 LTR. $9.99
HAMMS 12 PACK $3.69
KS CHAMPAGNE 2 BOTTLES FOR $8
DELI SPECIAL - HOAGIE SANDWICH WICHIPS &
SOFT DRINK $1.99
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ito of supporting the lesser of
two evils, then being repeatedly sold
out while our community become
increasingly illiterate, polluted and
violent? In this special State Senate
Election you have a chance to vote
for what you believe and to make
your vote really count! Compare!
Consider what your vote will tell the

Senate and all of California:

“As we face the current
educational crisis (unjust fee
Health Care - on the Canadian Model.

Universal, Equal Access, No-Deductible
—

>

—

sect:
geretesetower
=

YEs|

YES

toward full employment & quali

affordable education: raise rates on wealthiest 10%

Promote

YES

YES

Local Rent Control Option

Challenge Culture of Violence

NO|

smug comfort and greed.

No

no longer allow the
We can
Pa ed Pan O ri Pate yi 7
evil

| INO]

contro ling a legislature

INO)

atel

gives them millions in tax

breaks while cutting services
to struggling working

YES

funding adequate women sanctuary in all cities

|
Local
by wie onsen

lee

Mare
is, the politics of
usual, that ieietaaaliadas

|

with public service advertising, school programs,

Fee

secondary schools) we can

| YES| INO] NO|

Progressive Taxation:

dl

Uk

size, failing primary &

families.

Opti
th ae sae could

Reclaim your idealism,
cast a proud vote, and help

Tax

the northcoast send a very

YES

access a progressive revenue source to restore
services
& meet dire local needs

clear message to all
California.”

Theme

oYre Reed

* Mike Thompson’s “spot” forestry bill, supported by the California Farm Bureau (which

fought the Forests Forever Initiative, Big Green & Prop. 165), would remove the acreage

limit for non-industrial parcels and, most critically, eliminate the requirement for Big Green
& growth analysis and projection, a vital component to planning for sustainable forestry.

BALDWIN

A SENATE
Paid

for

by:

Citizens

VOTE
For

Baldwin

THEY CAN’T IGNORE

- 826-2087

or 463-1426,

P.O.

Box

74,

Ukiah,

CA

95482
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State Senate hopeful proposes
wealth tax, health care reform
ties. He proposes a “wealth tax”

™ Second district candidate Phil Baldwin

— graduated income tax rates

offers an issue-oriented platform and ‘a
vote you can be proud of.’
care, Baldwin said.

Susanne Bergstrom

Baldwin, who teaches history,
government and Spanish at PotPeace and Freedom Party _ ter Valley High School in Ukiah,
member Phil Baldwinislooking _is alsocampaigning on stronger
education reforms.
to “shock the system” inhisrun
Baldwin claims too much emfor state Senate.
Baldwin — running against _ phasis is being placed on techin
nology
ie Handley,
makin
pr
a illits, and
2

e Thompson,

D-Vallejo — was

in Arcata Wednesday to talk about

hisissue-oriented
platform.

_

He said one of

w

reading

writing

People
to

need

reclaim their

idealism.

his major pointsof
ea
interest is health
care reform.
Baldwin wants
to implement a
single-payer, Canadian-style
system whereall citizens
are covered equally with nodeductibles
or conts.
Thit would eliminate the private health insurance industry
and all financial barriers to an
individual’s access to health

«

With illiteracy

Baldwin said his
solution would
be to focus funds
on decreasing

class size in
grades K-4 and not on new tech-

nology.
“A lotof people think my ideas
on education are conservative,”
Baldwin said, referring to his
stance on reading and writing.
A progressive tax reform is

also one of Baldwin’s top priori-

ANDREW TOSH
AND THE TOSH BAND
LOUIE

RANKIN

tin the three-way race.
dwin believes the “lesser

evil” voting pattern of the public, where people vote for a candidate not necessarily on the
but because.
qualifcton
basisof
ate is
candid
other
the
they feel

on the rise in the

BLACK UHURU

principle, where

pay

peoplearetated proportionally
on their income.
Baldwin responded to the notion he may be a possible
“spoiler” in the run-off between
Handley and Thompson by saying all he needs is a majority of

no-

tions.

REGGAE
SPRING
FEST!

to

34

United States,
en

ability

an

old-

fashioned

for the wealthiest 10 percent —
of 12 percent up
atarate
nt.
to 14
fis ie wenis to fight sales
tax increases and work to re- all taxes not a oa oe

committees to encourage

grassroots campaigns.

has kept our

worse, is what

with the twock y
tr
in gridlo
coun
party system.
“People need to reclaim their
idealism,” he said.

—

Baldwin has been a member

of the Peace and Freedom Party

since his disengagement with
the Democratic Party after the
invasion of Panama.
“Wouldn’tit

Handley, 53, says regulations are
inhibiting job creation in California
:
and advocates a moratorium on
i
rts
also
new regulations. She
f
the elimination of political ection

be nice to makea

vote you could be proud of?”
Baldwin said.

Mike Thompson, Democrat —
Vallejo:
Thompson is a 42-year-old state
senator. He advocates loan
guarantees for small businesses,
ions and
review of existing
reform. He
sation
worker's
retain the half-cent sales
would also
tax which is due to expire in July.
JOHN KIFFMEYER / GRAPHICS EDITOR

‘KORBE|’
Dell'Arte Players Company in

Korbel

ONLY $14 HSU STUDENTS!

Dance space will be available:
$18 General / Van Duzer Theatre
eV

$3.99 ee

es St 165, Sb Ac Sa 2A

CO-SPONSORED BY

Uaktand Intertaith

bospel Chit

This interdenominational, multiracial

group of over 50 vocalists is back by
overwhelming demand to spread their
message of hope, joy and justice.

$14 General
/ $8 Students & Seniors
Van Duzer Theatre
Anapredaut edt of teas.

Special

drtrees
plus large
a
soft rin
Home of The
World—Famous Vegerito

Se

The world premiere of Dell'Arte’s
newest work, a Humboldt soap opera!

—tap “beer specials

$5 All Tickets / Van Duzer Theatre

The Works, Arcata & Eureka

:

The New Outdoor Store, Arcata
University Ticket Office, HSU

INFO CALL

©

826-8828 AS:

On Tap:
Sierra Nevada, Anchor Foghorn,
Steelhead Stout, Mcnally’s Extra
and Wheat Hook Ale.
854 Oth Street, Arcata * 822-3441
(under the blue awning between H & I St.)

&
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Summer storage units filling up fast in Arcata
seven days a week. The
listed are for one month of
Expect the deposit to be
half of the monthly rental

By Becky Lee
LUMBE

STAFF

Are you thinking about leaving for the summer but youdon’t
know where to store your belongings? A storage unit in
Arcata might be what you need.

The time to act is now because
storage units in Arcata are filling
up fast. Most of the businesses
surveyed by The Lumberjack
have rented or reserved the majority of their smaller units for
the summer months.
All of the businesses are open

prices
rental.
about
cost of

Rainbow Mini Storage, 180 F

St., has individual door alarms

units range'in price from $23$70 and are available now. The
smallest unit is 5x9 feet.
Bud’s Mini Storage, 1180 5th
St., has units as small as 4x6 feet
for $23, 4x8 feet for $25, 5x10 feet
for $30, as well as some larger
units. Each requires a deposit.
CO

OP

left
for $20. All
units require a
deposit.
Hide Away
Mini Storage,

freight lift to

1375 Giuntoli
Lane, has an

assist
renting

ager and elec-

those
on the

on-site

second
floor.
You do save

tronic
ate.

1
2.
1 cup

floor. Prices for second-floorare
units are $14 for 4x5 feet,$15for

Units5x10feetare$30, and 10x10
feet are $50.

GOOD

FOOD

Olives

Tofu-tahini dressing
Use one half warmed pita for
each sandwich. Layer 1/4 of the
salad(s) per sandwich withcukes,

tomato, sprouts and olives.
Serve topped with tofu-tahini
dressing. Enjoy!

.-Fast ‘Food atat the Co-op!
od! 01/s 3.82
16 og.

Locally

Made!

nae a deposit.
uth G Mini Storage, 940

South G St., has 5x10-foot units
for $30. No deposit is required.
You must provide your own
lock or youcan borrow one from
the rental service for an$8-deposit.

a point” but Briseno should have
been convicted.
Briseno testified he had questioned the beating. “I think he
got off just because of that,” King
said.
Dreama Cole, child development sophomore, said she felt “a
gratification” the two officers
were convicted.
She said she thought it took a
second trial to get the two convictions because the defendants
were white police officers.
Kim Blackburn, child law
sophomore, expressed doubt
that Koon and Powell will serve
full ten-year sentences in what
she called “Club Fed.”
“I'm sort of satisfied that we
got a little justice, but I fee! that
the twocops that were acquitted
should have served some kind
of community service,”
she said.
Ilana Kaufman, outreach director for Youth Educational Services, called the verdict a “half
full, half empty” situation. “It
leaves people in Limbo. They
held it over until Saturday because they didn’t want to release
it on Friday night,” she said, calling it “a tool to appease every-

Cucumber, chopped
Tomatoes, diced
Alfalfa sprouts

tT? eo
SC ABINI
RESS ING

has fenced security and a care-

taker on the premises. Youneed
to supply your own lock. Units
5x12 feet are$20, 6x10 feet are
$23 and 8x10 are $25. All units

© Continued from page 13

Hummus,
Lentil-Quinoa
Salad, and/or
Tabouli

Cafe's

All units require a deposit.
North Bay Equipment Rental
RV and Mini Storage, 250 E St.,

Verdict

REPORT

Rounds warmed

Toe.

access
Each

door has a combination lock.

pita bread, cut in 1/2
3 cups

man-

money if you rentonthesecond

FRESH ALTERNATIVES...
2

5x8 feet.

Rainbowonlyhas4x10-foot
units

and is fully
fenced with
security gates.
It has two stories of storage
space with a

the unit.
Arcata Mini Storage, 1450 M
St., has an on-site manager and
is fully fenced and lit. Storage

THE

5x5 feet and $20 for

this is just one Rodney King

Wildwood

es

eee

Mexican
or Peanut

wry

26

"89
a.
3.59
10 9

Y-

6

ee

Locally

Made!

who just happened to be caught
on videotape,” she said.
“While we're talking,” she
said, “I’m sure another black
person is being beaten.”

Beef ———
© Continued from page 17
Lori Mitchell, environmental

TABOULI

$9.89

eid
Everyone

Can es pry° Poems

engineering freshman, said she

became involved because of the
environmental problems related
to eating beef but is also concerned about the health risks,
such as those caused by hormones added to the beef.

A new bovine growth hormone will be used commercially
ae ae Oe
(0)

uN
‘Ora

ee

OP

Streets
onU aa

Can Join!

if it is ares

by the Federal

Drug Administration, according
to The Pure Food Campaign, a
group based in Washington,D.C.
Arcata McDonald’s
ger
Steve Brownfield was polite to
the studentsand asked them not
to block customers’ cars or to
just go to Carls Jr. across the
street.

Brownfield declined to comment to The Lumberjack.

August 7, 1993 at the

Trinity Baptist Church
in Arcata. Molly is a
Speech Communications Major and John
ts a Music major and
a member of Chi Phi
Fraternity and presi-

dent of the College
feeg Republicans.

Orm'‘s Tuxedo free
paid tux rentals

Bea Tomaselli and Gerald

Angelo Tiritilli were married

Feb. 13, 1993 inSanta Ana.

They send greetings
to all their Humboldt friends.

e
8
e
¢
e
e
e
Mother-of-the
bride Dresses

We

“AS

=

Ann-Marie Chancey

and

Matthew Stary will be married

at First Presbyterian Church,

Arcata. on Nov. 20, 1993.
Both are Journalism majors
with Public Relations emphasi
and will graduate in May.

Free Wedding Consulti
Customdesigned bial
Bridal Bouquets
Balloons
Plant Rentals
Weding Accessory Rentals\
Weddings for every style & budget
524 Henderson St. Eureka, CA 95501

707-443-4811

Wednesday,

22

Don’t
look

here

April 21, 1993

Earth-smart art
Lynne Grimes,
left, of Fortuna
and

Grace

and

Emma

Wilkinson marvel
at the works
displayed at the Recycled Art
Show in Bayshore Mall. The
event was held in honor of
National Recycling Week.
Students from Humboldt
County elementary schools

&
Ba.

submitted the art.
Ha, Ha, made you look
CHRIS VON HAUNALTEPVTHE LUMBERJACK

Not getting a new
Hel for ETE

530 Bush Street, Sen Francisco, CA 94108
415-421-3473

Here’s the next best thing:
No money down, deferred first payment and $400 cash hack
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L-P mill plans non-chlorine bleaching
@ Three projects are in
planning as the pulp mill
strives to meet toxicity
Wood Chips

standards by 1995.
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Current Process

By Auriana Koutnik
TUMBERJACK STAFF

planned in the Louisiana-Pacific Corp. pulp mill’s bleaching process
will eliminate chlorine — and with it a
toxic by-product the mill has been discharging into Humboldt Bay.
The dioxins detected in the bay are
believed tobe the result of chlorine use by
the mill.
Dioxins are organic chemicals shown
to be toxic to aquatic and terrestrial or-
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ganisms, according to a draft environ-

of chlorine.

mental impact report on the mill’s proposed changes.
The report was done by Environmental Services Consulting and Engineering,
a Colorado-based firm. To avoid a conflict of interest the firm was hired by the
Humboldt County Board of Supervisors.
L-P will reimburse the county for the
cost. The report contains and explanation of how the mill's $75 million Pollution Prevention Project will affect the environment on the Samoa Peninsula and
surrounding areas.
No chiorine
The planned conversion to a process
called “totally chlorine-free” is not the
same process as “chlorine-free” bleaching by mills that have stopped using elemental chlorine, but substituted it with
other forms such as chlorine dioxide.
The L-P mill will produce pulp on a
continuous basis without using any chlorine at all.
It will be “the first pulp mill in North
America to do that,” said Jim Miller, environmental manager for the western division of the corporation.
TFC bleaching substitutes oxygen and

JOHN KIFFMEYER / GRAPHICS EDITOR

hydrogen peroxide for chlorine and chlorine dioxide as bleaching agents, and
will reduce the amount of waste entering the ocean off the peninsula through
the mill’s underwater effluent pipeline.
New equipment for the chlorine-free

years.
Dioxin levels in the ocean are expected

to decrease 100 percent with the elimination of chlorine at the Faithaven mill,
said John Hannum, senior water resource

bleaching would consist of new chemical

engineer for the North Coast Water Quality Control Board.

ing piping systems, mixers and pumps,

Eliminating chlorine from the bleaching process is one of three pollution prevention projects the L-P mill is undertak-

storage tanks and modifications of exist-

the report states.
The switch to TCF bleaching is scheduled for completion within the next three

Black holes: a source of gravity waves?

applicable legal requirements, eliminate

or minimize potential environmental
impacts associated with the existing discharge, and improve water quality,” ac-

cording to the impact report.
Completion of the three pollution prevention projects “will give us untreated
wastewater
that iscleaner than other pulp

ing. All three projects represent inde-

pendent but interrelated changes in

See Pulp, page 24

_ Gravity makes waves

A black hole is a collapsed star of incredible de

Relativity predicts radiation

Nothing, not even light, can escape its
its gr
ull. Black holes were predicted by Einstein's
th eories of relativ
and can’t be seen — they must
be detected by their behavior.

By J. Waters
EDITOR
IN

department's series of student
seminars, Wallace presented

theoretical and mathematical

is theorized there are black holes at the
emit
centers of galaxies. If so

iee detectable near

Electromagnetic waves
interacting with a motionless

going the same expansion and

west arrows move away from

Gravity waves create just this
-" of reaction — they —

fre galactic
oa
center. Earthbound instruments are}
matter, according to physics
sensitive
ph to detect these waves.f | oonice Grant Wallace.

As part of the physics

J. WATERS/THE LUMBERJACK

electromagnetic waves.

relative to each other.
Imagine a compass on a map.
When a gravity wave passes

contraction.

,

differently with matter than do

If you’re feeling a little off
evidence on gravity waves
today, it may not be the flu — it
Monday.
may be gravity waves.
Gravity waves, like so many
t’s right. A gravity wave
as
s of modern cosmology, are
could come along any time and
a child of Albert Einstein's
cause you to expand, then
theories.
contract, along two perpendicular
Einstein predicted that massive
— and you wouldn’t notice.
bodies undergoing acceleration
would be impossible for youto —_ would emit gravitational waves
detect the effects of gravity waves = which would propagate, or
because everything in your
spread, at the same velocity as

immediate area would be under-

vity waves which shea

wastewater treatment and disposal that
are intended to “ensure compliance with

_ electromagnetic waves.

According to Wallace, gravity

cloud of charged particles would
cause them to accelerate “to and
fro” in the same direction, wrote
Peter Bergmann in his 1987 book

“The Riddle of Gravitation.”
Wallace explained that gravity
waves cause particles to move

through the compass, the east and

waves, like electromagnetic

each other, while the north and

ndicular to the plane, or
Sieauaan, of propagation.

and west would move toward

waves, are polarized. That is, they
cause acceleration along a plane

But gravity waves interact

south arrows-move toward each
other. Immediately after that, east

See Gravity, page 25
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Pulp: System to eliminate dioxin
© Continued from page 23
mill’s treated

Fish wi m ng based
on outdated figures,

“If we had the permits in our hand
today, we’d be building today.”.

wastewater,”

Miller said.

extension
In addition to chlorine-free
bleaching, L-P will extend the
mill’s wastewater outfall pipe-

water officials say

JIM MILLER
L-P western division environmental manager

Tne 6-352 feettoalength of9,552

feet from the ocean shore.
This modification will decrease effluent concentration
and protect the surf zone for
recreational purposes, according to the impact report.

The pipeline extension will be
finished in October ifall the necessary permits are obtained
from the government by July 1,
Miller said.

cal substances, such as methanol and reduced sulfur compounds, from the wash water
used in the pulp processing.

The recycling process is not
possible when chlorine is used.
After separation the chemical
waste can be incinerated in a
recovery boiler.
Report

tion project is the installation of

pected to be completed by January of next year.

Humboldt County Planning
Department and other regula-

The third pollution preven-

_ steam- stripping equipment, exThe bleaching wastewater

system will be modified so that

instead of routing wastewater

through acid and alkaline sewers and eventually into the
ocean, water will be recycled
through the bleaching process.
This will be possible after it is
separated from the chemical
waste through steam stripping.
Steamstrippingisahigh-temperature distillation process
used to separate “foul” chemi-

mit. These are granted by

the

tory agencies including the Cali-

fornia State Coastal Conser-

vancy,

the State Lands Com-

mission and the Fairhaven Fire
District.
The County Planning Department is reviewing the environmental impact report to determine whether it will issue the

permits.

Other agencies will not issue
any permits until Humboldt
County, the lead agency in-

|Pacific Rim
()
f ; Ge Computers
Tired of the lines on Campus?
Need to get your homework
done on a computer NOW!

lution prevention project, Miller
said.

He said the pulp mill is ready
to begin the pollution prevention project, but must wait until
the bureaucratic process is comlete.
“If we had the permits in our
hand today, we’d be building

-today,” he said.

under review

In order to begin the three
pollution prevention projects,LP needs authorization and per-

Separating chemicals

volved, has approved L-P’s pol-

The mill has until 1995 to comply with government environmental standards because of a

Jan. 11 modification to a 1991

legal settlement.
e original settlement was
reached between Simpson Paper Co. and L-P Corp., and the

U.S. Dept. of Justice, EPA and

the Surfrider Foundation, who
in 1989 charged that the twomills
were violating effluent toxicity
limits.
Some improvements have already been made.
The 16 to 18 million gallons of
wastewater L-P discharges into
the ocean each day hasdecreased
in, color, toxicity and dioxin
measurements since the 1989
— but not been enough
lawsuit
for the mill to to pass toxicity
tests.

to

Miller attributed the decrease
recent pulp-processing

changes.

The biggest alteration
has been
the use of oxygen delignification
—a processthat whitens wood
fiber before bleaching, reducing the amount of chlorine
needed for bleaching pulp.

By Auriana Koutnik
TUMBERJACK STAFF

North Coast water quality officials are seeking the revision
found
or elimination of a health warning against eating fish
in ocean waters off the Samoa Peninsula.
The warning was issued by the Office of Environmental
Health Hazard Assessment, a department of the Environmental Protection Agency. It states, “Because of elevatedt
levels of dioxins, no one should eat fish and shellfish caugh
from waters near the discharges of pulp and paper mills.”
The warning is listed in the Department of Fish and
Game'’s fishing regulations and isin effect through February,
1994.
The dioxins detected in the Humboldt Bay are believed to
be a by-product of the chlorine pulp-bleaching process.
Dioxins are found in the wastewater discharge of the Louisiana-Pacific pulp mill and were in the Simpson pulp mill
discharge prior to its closure in March.
Dioxins, which have been shown to be extremely toxic to
both aquatic and terrestrial organisms, tend to accumulate jn
oo
animal tissues.
ns, even in low condioxi
to
ed
expos
Aquatic organisms
their tissues over a
in
cal
centrations, will collect the chemi

period of time, potentially building to dioxin concentrations
many times those

t in the water itself, according to a

report by Environmental Services Consulting and Engineerei cnet
ing. a ——
enough

dioxins collect in the

to a human peaniinal
ism, it in turn can become hazardous

based on old dioxin levels,

chlorine in pulp bleaching and the installation of new pulpmaking processes in the two pulp mills.

to decrease to zero now that
Dioxin levels are ex
Simpson pulp mill has closed and L-P mill is in the process of
switching to absolutely chlorine-free bleaching in the next
few years, Hannum said.
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John Hannum, senior water

resource control engineer for the board.
Hannum said major accomplishments in dioxin control
have come about primarily from a decrease in the use of
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The AIDS Project, a series of films, discussions and performances
assembled by CenterArts to enhance AIDS awareness, concluded last
weekend with two shows, Suzi Landolphi’s “Hot, Sexy and Safer” and
Michael Kearns’ “intimacies.” Landolphi (upper left) spoke about AIDS

and safe sex to’an audience of more than 200 Sunday in Goodwin

Forum. Jennifer Olson (left) assisted Landolphi with an unusual condomfitting. Brave Kelth Endersen provided the head and hot air. Kearns’
“intimacies,” a powerful portrayal of six people with AIDS, was received
with standing ovations on Friday and Saturday evenings in the Kate
Buchanan Room. Using just ared sash, Kearns masterfully transformed
cry at
and h
from one character to the next, making the audience laug
Kearns’
the stereotypes, attitudes and language of each person.
character “Big Red” (upper right) is a black prostitute who has worked
the streets since a teenager. “Mike” (lower right) is a hemophiliac
infected with the AIDS virus through a blood transfusion.
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‘Indecent Proposal’ pops the question:

Would you do it for a million bucks?

By Julle Yamorsky

:
e Why painting: “Why anything? | don’t know why. It’s
just so open, it’s just endless ideas, endiess things you
can do. It’s an expression that has no limits.”
e First pleceof art: “| was 2 years old. | guess you could
call it stained glass. | was in my crib ... | guess every
morning! would fingerpaint —scoop frommy diaper my

diarrhea and paint all over the windows.”

e What he paints now: "I try to incorporate political and
environmental themes into my images, but with an
abstract appeal to it, so it’s more subliminal.”
e His band, Lakota: “It started off with just me and a
couple of friends, just jamming in a garage here in
Arcata about two years ago. We did that for a couple
of months and then we went to parties and all of a
sudden it was just ... big.”
e What he does: “Throat and tongue percussion. ”
‘
e Favorites:

— Film: “Gandhi“

— Food: A dry mix of hummus and tabouli on saltines

— Color: Black

.

— Beer: Any dark import

e Dream date: “It would have to be a toothless, hairy,

500-pound Dutch woman that wears clogs. It would
have to be on the Arcata airport runway. Just to be real
stupid, just because | can imagine it. |can just see it. She

has to be pale though.”

—Reported by Katy Longshore

million dollars for a
one-night stand.
If you've heard this
much about “Indecent Pro-

posal,” you basically know the

entire plot of this twisted love
story based on one of the
oldest questions around —
Does everything have its price?
Married right after high
school graduation, David and

Diana Murphy, played by

' Woody Harrelson and Demi
Moore, are the financially

poor, but rich-in-love young

couple in a bind because of the
recession.
Between Diana’s real estate
job and David’s unemployable
degree in architecture, the

couple can’t afford to pay the
bills.

David swallows his pride
and takes a $5,000 loan from

his father and then a trip to Las

Vegas to gamble the money
into the $50,000 they need to
finish their partially built
dream home.
While David’s luck is
turning against him at the

roulette table, Diana gets the

attention of billionaire highroller John Gage, played by

Film

ae

Review

er

| What: “Indecent Proposal”
Director: Adrian Lyne
Starring: Demi Moore, Robert

Redford

Where: Bayshore Mall, Euréka
How much: $6 general, $3.50
matinee

Robert Redford.
At first, David’s naive
unselfishness with his wife
unbelievable. He loans his
to Gage for “good luck” at
craps table and watches as

is
wife
a
she

kisses the dice. Later, ina

penthouse suite compliments
of Gage, David hands her a

$5,000 gift — a tight, black
dress — also compliments of
the billionaire.
It isn’t until Gage’s proposal
during a pool game that David
catches on to Gage’s intentions.
He tells the couple he “buys
people every day” and to
prove there are no limits to
what money can buy he makes
a million dollar offer to sleep

with Diana — a lifetime of
security for one night of sex.
After a sleepless night of
contemplation, Diana con-

vinces David that “it’s just my
body, not my heart” and
agrees to take the money for
the benefit of their marriage.
Afterwards the couple’s
“invincible love” is
by David's jealousy and

Diana’s attraction to Gage’s

lifestyle.
Typical of most Demi Moore
movies, 10 minutes into the
film there’s a steamy sex scene
on the kitchen floor and later
on in a pile of cash that
robably tests the limits of the
rating.

The movie boils down to a
love story lucky enough to
have Redford’s acting to carry
it between the slow parts.
Although he’s added a few,
more wrinkles to his face, his
rich character's appeal isn’t in
his money alone as he easily
attracts a woman half his age.
If money can’t buy love, this
movie shows that a billion
dollars can really get
someone’s attention. What
makes the movie worthwhile is
the moral dilemma it presents
— people walked out of the
theater thinking, “Would I do
it for a million dollars?” It
makes you wonder if there
really are limits to what money
can buy.

SEE THESE SHOWS AND A LOT MORE FOR JUST +4!
If you're an HSU student and you've attended any of these shows, you saved
an average of $4 over the general ticket price for each performance.
The Associated Students are seeking a fee increase of just $4
a year to offset HSU's shrinking enrollment. Without this
fee increase, AS supported programs face significantly
reduced programming and CenterArts could be
forced to raise student ticket prices.

VOTE YES ON THE AS FEE INCREASE...
it will save you money in
the long run!
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Thumbs go up, down for HSU jazz bands
CSU Fullerton have especially
strong jazz programs.
In a
separate event, the PM
Jazz Combo,
made up of the Bi

By Robert Scheer

t 6:45 a.m. Saturday,
wake-up calls rung in
the Berkeley hotel
rooms of HSU’s PM Jazz Big
Band.
At 9 am. in UC Berkeley’s
a.
“pr before a small

Band’s rhythm section and lea

tenor saxophonist, placed second to last.
Cline said the quartet had
wonderful players — they just
hadn’trehearsed enough. “They
sounded like four airplanes flyaround, about to crash.”
e group played a latin composition
by
drummer Ross

audience of judges and

os Ga groun unleashed Hats
Hancock’s “Eye of the Hurri-

. cane.”

For the first

time

“in

five

years, the HSU

PM Jazz and
Big

Band
Combo

com-

peted in the 19th

annual

Pacific

a”

Jazz Festival. —

TheBigBand’s

Mcginnis

“(The PM Jazz
Combo)
a

SOUNQGC

dlik

©

“Geodbye Pork-

pie Hat”

by

closer, “Yes

or

Charlie Mingus.
' The group’s
No” by Wayne

TOU GepIanes

«Sheet,
| we
heavily penal-

flyiag around,

ized. Because the

program, which
i . clu d =

ormance was
about

reams
= ee
ome”

to

timed, the combo

”

Silvio Glojnaric

"ae

by

Metheny, placed
third out of eight

tail

"”

Part of the reason forthe PM’s
high
rankig may have been due
to Srovenslt participation in the
by Southern Cali-

tune’s

sulted in a major

loss of bela”
Pat
Miller,
saxophonist, felt
ohemayhavebeen
penalized for the

— ee
Sir

band has made tremendous imovement since last Septem-

the

ending, which re-

era yevaiees
band director

“It was wonderful,” said Gil
Cline, the band’s director.“The

past few

was forced tocur-

crash.

Pa

four-year universities repeesented.

and

abrupt endings to his solos.
“It felt like the judges placed

too many restrictions on solos,”
he said. “There seems to be a lot
of emphasis
on technique instead

of emotion and personal style.”
Another member
Band,

lead

of the Big

trombonist

James

Holland, who won an HSU mu-

fornia noel
“The southern bands are usually. better than the northern

sic scholarship last year, was

Friedman, ajudge of the competition for the past 12 years.

their scores just after each per-

[California] ones,” said Bennett

He said CSU

Northridge and

Zs

aw

unhappy with another element
of the judging.
“Thejudgescould have posted

formance,” he said.
The announcement that CSU

Co2

°

e

oe

at

ROBERT SCHEER/PHOTO EDITOR

The HSU PM Jazz Big Band performed for judges Saturday at UC Berkeley’s Zellerbach Hall.
Hayward had won came at 7
.m., after many of the HumIdt musicians had left the
awards ceremony for dinner or
ridden BART (Bay Area Rapid
Transit) into San Francisco for

the evening.
“The trip brought the band
closer together,” said bass trombonist Erik Angle. Angle, an
English freshman, had to limp
onstage — he chipped
an ankle
bone last month while rescuing
a young girl caught in a riptide

at Moonstone Beach.
Holland was just glad to get
away. “It was a nice thing to get
out of Humboldt for the week-

High Quality Bulk

Herbs, Spices & Teas
also featuring:

eCandles & Incense
eNatural shampoos,
soap & facial care
eBooks, cards & tapes
eBaskets
eEssential oils & Perfumes
eGift ideas

1068 | Street, Arcata e 822-5296

end,” he said.
The PM Jazz Big Band will
rform again in Fulkerson Re-

cital Hall April 30 at 8 p.m.

Editor's note: Robert Scheer is a

member of HSU’s PM Jazz Big
Band.
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5 years of interviews with 1,100 gay

service

has produced this book, expected to influence
Clinton administration’s decision on geys and lesbians
in the military.

Do the right

thing, Bill.

THE ROAD TO WELLVILLE (T.C. Boyle)

Boyle's latest novel goes to the root of the food police:
Battle Creek, Michigan, home of Dr. Kellog, inventor of
the cornflake, peanut butter and many unpleasant
coffee substitutes.

FROM THE GOOD EARTH (Michael Ableman)
Armed with a farmer's curiousity and a a
eye, the author, over a period of 7 years, visited

farmers in smail villages in southern China, the
Peruvian Andes, Central Africa and the American
Southwest, and premner 5 oprormman of the growing
_

LOOKING AT DEATH (Barbara Norfleet)

This book of

os shows us death on stage, in the

lab, on the streets and in the home. We see it as a
consequence of old age, violence, accidents and
disease. Our close companion, the expected visitor,
has retumed.
DANGER IS MY BUSINESS

__._

(Lee Server)

A fascinating history of the lurid/innocent.

Featuring NEW, LOCAL , UNUSUAL BOOKS
957 H St. ¢ Arcata
CV aPa stele
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Neither rain nor

staffers from making

of night can keep these diligent
:

It’s just that damn show, “Beverly Hills 90210,”
Fun and games with the fax machine,
And Jeanette's pet duck, Ivan.

ANNA MOORE/THE LUMBERJACK

Theater arts graduate Carin Heldelbach as Heidi (right), and psychology sophomore Cassandra
Roberts as Sugan, argue at the MacArthy Dance in the comic play “The Heidi Chronicles.”

‘Heidi’ tackles tough themes
The play deals with Heidi’s
struggle with the world around

By Susanne Bergstrom
ERJACK STAFF

he HSU theater arts decone presents “The
idi Chronicles,” a
Pulitzer Prize-winning, comic
play about being a woman in
today’s society.
The play, which opens tomor-
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stream,” Metzger said. “It deals
with feminist issues, women’s
issues, but it’s pretty mainstream.”

“Heidi deals withalotof men’s
issues as well,” Heidelbach said,

referring to Peter, Heidi's friend,

onissues pertaining
to both men
and women, such as feminism,
relationships and homosexual-

Mire, Calton

[vires ores

: Canging eguas 000 Wiig 67
a

nin

ar. a oe ©

Banton hve

row inGist Hall ediek

her.
“It’s pretty funny, pretty main-

who has come to terms with his
homosexuality.
“The Heidi Chronicles,” written by Wendy Wasserstein, first

“It speaks to everything — it

ran off-Broadway in 1989, but

said Peggy Metzger, director of

the slay. a think it’s mostly just

month, sold-out run it was later
moved to Broadway.

people dealing with crises in

Wasserstein’s first successful

seis to the issue of AIDS,”

their lives without going under.”
“It’s about the way their relationships change, how they de-.
velop and continue to grow and
stay together,” said Carin
Heidelbach, who plays the lead
role of Heidi.

had such a successful three-

play was another off-Broadway

production in 1977 called “Uncommon Women and Others,”

which depicted a reunion of
Mount Holyoke College alumni
six years after they have left the
— us to make their way in the
ig world.

he

“Heidi
Chronicles”
is
Metzger’s final project for her
MFA in directing. Last year she
directed the HSU production of
“Extremities” and also directed
“Burning Times” at the Ferndale

Reperatory Theater.
he is also one of the founding
members of Howling Wolf Theater, which put on January’s
“smash hit” feminist musical
comedy “The Goddess Babes.”
Metzger explained “The Heidi
Chronicles” appealed to her
need to deal with women’s issues and feminism, but it will
also appeal to a broader audi-

ence ina ligher and entertaining

fashion.
“The Heidi Chronicles” will

run April 22-25 and April 28 -

May 1

at 8 p.m. in Gist Hall

Theater. There will be an AIDS
benefit matinee May 1 at 2

p
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Siri Larsen

transferring
to Portland St.

The HSU women’s softball team leads the

By Ray Larsen

Northern California Athletic Conference in

LUMBERJACK

The .

at both individual and

ae

—
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5 ai basketball

team took a shot to its

i-

tion when freshman chi Larsen
told the team she will not be
returning in the fall.
After dropping late-season
hints that she might not be reto HSU next year, Larsen
finally made it known after
break that she willbe leavumboldt for the brighter
lights of Portland State.
“For some reason Humboldt

HSU sets the pace for NCAC
Batting:
Team

individual

Average
Humboldt

.367

; 2nd nationally and first in

.495

Stacie Lonquist, HSU,

_. the NCAC. Last
Wednesday the team

Home runs
Apple Gomez, HSU,

RBI's

Longquist, HSU,

and Arcata aren’t right for me,”

Larsen said.
The Rathdrum, Idaho, native
said at first she liked the smalltowna
here of Arcata since
itreminded her of herhome town
of 2,000.
An environmental studies
major, Larsen also liked the environmental emphasis that she
found at Humboldt State.
, as far as
“I think I
finding out what I wanted,”

= The women’s softball team at
HSU has spent most of the
season ranked among the top
». five teams in the nation. The
. team is currently ranked
..
4

45

i

Split a doubleheader

*

: with UC
-1,and
‘itself at
irst place

Pitching:
Team

individual

Wins
Humboldt

36

Kelly Wolfe, HSU 21 /

ERA
Humboldt

1.04

Anderson, HSU, 1.00.”

Davis, 0-2 and
guaranteed ~
least a tie for
in the NCAC.

Larsen said. “(Thecoaches) were

ve, they said, ‘this
real
is your choice, it’s your life.’ I'm
sure there was some sadness
there, but both coaches contacted
the schools
I wanted to go to.”
“She wants the city, more night
life, more things to do,” Head
Coach Pam Martin said. “Obviously we're not very pleased.
Certainly any time you lose a

« NCAC softball standings

inside. We're going to be real

“1
the
ing

UC Davis

ce

CSU Stanislaus

that position,” Larsen ‘said.
go out and
“Also, they couldn’t

say, ‘We need post pape

sure if I was
they weren't

staying
or not.”

team Le lookMartin said ‘Cyndi
WwSoN,
at veteran

la handed junior Nicky Branch
: anid new recruit Lisa

to fill the departing players
.

See Larsen, page34

26 19

20 23

14 28

6 12 10

Humboldt, 565; 13 per game

Scoring, team
Humboldt, 307 runs; 7 per game

Triples
Kim Edmonds, HSU, 7
Saves
Murray and Wolfe, HSU,

1 ea.

Rune

Edmonds, HSU, 43; 1 per game

“We won't really know what
kind of shape we're in until the
fall,” Martin said. “We're just

because they
my sizein
yers with someone

21

Total bases, team

coming back.”
Standout center Dawn Miner
in May, lea
is graduating
to fill the void.
anxious
the team

able shadow on the position,
team
ult
for the
making it diffic

36 66

HSU's other league-leading stats

are a lot of people who aren’t

mits

Overall

= 8 11:8

‘CSUHaywed

on the inside.”
there is some loss in
area even if I was stay” Larsen said. “There

n adinchchcastiLLarse
-2-in
oshethad?
Of
a sizng
been

GB

= «17 3 —2
155
OU

‘HumboktSt.

person of her stature it is going
to affect the program.”

“She was one of the key players,” Martin said. “We haven't
anybody for the
been

WtL

Conference
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The HSU women’s softball
from their
team will likely
Soap pect: benders
g eheader
inbl
a dou
splitt
after

b it wank, Wee

Lumberjacks stand

a go

Lombetl dinching the confetThe

oplitleaves the Jacks 17-3

d (15-5 conof Davis
ahea
roeeds 21-8 overall) in the
Northern California Athletic
erence
ce
conf
en
with four
Confer
g.
inin
games rema
“Terra’s paeceeenl Pe
an
as wellasshe’sever
k
Pran
Coach
said
,”
we're ready

“We're in a good posiCheek.
tion to take it.”

State
Cal
meets
HSU
ader
lehe
doub
a
for
Stanislaus
seeks
Priday and then
for a 2-1 loss in the

Tournament against Cal State

Hayward in another doubleheader Saturday to end conference play.

“Davis would have to win all
and we
four of their —

their share of the NCAC

title

when they faced UC Davis in a
ee
Sports

ompiex

but could only
Davis beat

at Se

on

y,

a split.
t State 2-

g
three
Qin the opener, convertin
hits into runs.
Kate Shurrum hit a triple to
in the
lead off for the
er
play
NCAC
n,
Wilso
h.
Kim
sixt
e,
nativ
ka
Eure
a
of the week and
e
singl
a
drove Shurrum in with
and scored ona triple hit by Kim

team,” team,”
good
a
ve ag
e
v
a
h
ey
MTh
y've
“The
Cheek said of Davis.
got

BON

itcher in
ee

] Asane

ll,32
See Softbapage
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Softball
°Continued from page 31

her 20th win but onlyhersecond

critical calls, and all three went

said. “I was fortunate to have

the second game. Terra Andersonand Anetra Torrescombined
for a clutch victory over Davis.
Stacie Lonquist scored the winning run in the 11th inning off a
to give the Lumby Torres
single
berjacks a split in the twin bill.
Anderson (13-2) pitched the entire game, giving up 10 Davis
hits.
“I would attribute the win to
ood pitching and excellent de,” said Cheek. “It certainly
wasn’t our hitting.”
“It was Anderson’s game all
the way. Terra threw a good
game. She’s coming around and
we needed her to win,” Cheek

10:00a.m.
nity - $10.00
* Commu0
Cost: Student - $8.0

said. “She threw great for 11 innings. She was in there for the
duration.”

By Beau Redstone
LUMBERJACK

STAFF

Access to the east bleachers

and press box at Redwood
Bow! has been restricted by
stradt
admini
ol
State’s
Humb
tion,

ey Uausaleeys)

(era beaests

because of poor officiating,”
Cheek said. “There were three
ainst us. If we had gottenone

of

those calls we would

have

won the ballgame. We expect
that on the road,” Cheek added.

The Lumberjacks were elimi-

nated from the tournament on

Sunday after losing to Cal State
Hayward 2-1. Wolfe pitched a
five-hitter, giving up two runs
in the sixth inning.
“We lost to Hayward because
we couldn’t get a key hit. We left
about 12 runners onbase,” Cheek
said. “We had the bases loaded
with one out and couldn’t score
a run. We had our chances, we

just couldn’t get the hit.”

It was the third loss of the
season for Wolfe. She leads the
conference with 21 wins, one win

short of the HSU single-season
record of 22 set by Sue Ellen
Stallard in 1991.

year.She sdoneitall. She’ssmart
and she loves the game,” Cheek

her. She’s the general ‘and
Wolfe’s the captain, and together
they run the program. With that
type of leadership, you can’t
fail.”
“The important thing is we're
two games up on Davis with
four games left in the conference. Anybody can beat you,
Hayward can beat you,” Cheek
said.

say

that

‘Jacks will have

their

“I

would

sng us
beati
Stanislaus’ chanofce
are not good, but they split with
Hayward twice.”
The

chance toclinch their fourth conference title in five seasons this
weekend. They will face Cal
State Stanislaus at 1 p.m. Friday
and Cal State Hayward at 2 p.m.
Saturday. Both doubleheaders
will be played at the Arcata
Sports Complex.

Section of Redwood Bowl bleachers closed off

following

a

seismic

located struc-

study which
tural problems.
The bleachers are part of 13
structures at HSU, and about
100 structures throughout the
state, being

seismically

sur-

veyed by the California State
University system, according
to Michael Slinker from the
University Relations office.

According to Slinker the
bleachers and press box, constructed in 1944, were built
almost entirely out of wood.
In order to meet seismic standards, insufficient bracing
and wood decay will have to
be fixed or replaced.
“We will be investigating
what it takes to get the bleachers fixed,” Slinker said.
Once

all of the defective

structures in the CSU system
are identified, a request for
funding will be submitted to
the state.

“Unfortunately, the condi-

n RIVER
| ~~ )-MACHI
ROPRACTIC
Louls Mihalka, D.C.
Licensed Chiropractic

Divisions: Ironman/Ironwoman

Sports Physican

th grade & Under, High School,

Tr

18 - 35 yrs., 35 & Over, All Tagteams.

e Sports

e Neck & Back Pain

Softball
Tournaments

and 45 RBI's.

rformance from senior catcher
Kim Edmonds. “I think Kim
Edmonds has a great chance of
becoming an All-American this

The Lumberjacks won 2-1 in

Short Course Triathion
Sunday, May 2,1993.

On Saturday HSU beat Santa

to sget solid
heek also expect

Clara 9-2 before losing to Cal
State Bakersfield 2-0 in the
—double-elimination tournament.
“Our loss to Bakersfield was

loss of the season.

Humboldt Intramural

honors with twohome runs and
eight hits in the fivena She
_leads the league with a .495 bat-

They’regoodhitters,and
girls are pay’
Those
us.
hurt
they
ing dividends for them,” Cheek
said.

For HSU pitcher Kelly Wolfe
(21-3) it was a failed attempt at

Upcoming T ournaments:

eldtodefeatUC
elled to
Chapman 4-0
and
Riverside 8-0
in the first rounds of a tourna-

ting average

league.

“Intramural
Tournament Play
Continues This
Week, Good Luck
to All Teams!”

uist won all-tournament

ment on Friday.

theNo.3andNo.4hittersinour

(Brackets and seedings
posted in Forbes Complex)

then trav-

The L

770 111th St.
Arcata e 822-7044

eTension Alleviation
e Headaches

tion of these bleachers is
symptomatic of the neglect
many of our university facilities are experiencing due toa
lack of state money for preventative maintenance and
Don
said
repair,”
ent
presid
vice
Christensen,
for Development and Administrative Services at HSU.
Slinker said it is possible
that the HSU alumni game
might be affected by the
bleacher restriction.
“I would anticipate that the
problem would be fixed by
the beginning of the fall se. mester,” Slinker said.

The

HSU
Dance

‘Team

Auditions

Slow-Pitch: Due to rain over the weekend
tournament will be rescheduled. TBA.

Fast-Pitch: April 22, 23 & 24, 1993.

$60 student team * $100 community team.
at 5hp.m.
, April 19t
Mondaye
s isin
dl
for sign-up
HDea

All prospective members

Good Luck to
All Teams!

be asked to perform

an a
2 minute dance
and learn one dance that

will be judged.

New members will be for

Custom Printed Garments for ClubsWe will match any competitor’s price!

the 1993 football season.
For more info. contact

Marti Fletcher 442-9037
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Getting a grip on things
@ Two HSU students’ hobby has them .
climbing a wall — on purpose, and soon

Thornley, who spent his
spring break climbing Smith
Rock in Oregon, said,“The
Western U.S. has many well-

ficult places (for the holds) so we

could work our musclesand practice moves that may give us difficulties on natural rock,” he said.
Thornley said the wall en-

ables him to work on the mental aspect of climbing as well.

ture, bolted to plywood to simulate a cliff face.

“The p

process of the

wall was the most time consuming,” he said. “There were many
considerations such as how steep
to make
it and at whatangle, will
the wind blow it over and where
to place the holds.”
Thomley agreed that where to

will be able to experience
various climbing conditions
and climb many of the places
we’ve heard about and have
seen in magazines.”
Two places they plan to go
to are the City of Rocks, Idaho
and

Waco

Tanks,

Texas,

known for its hot weather.
Locally,

Hesseltine

Thornley

said

they

and

enjoy

ere

and climb.”

for Jeff

Hesseltine, natural resources
planning and interpretation senior, Thornley and friend Tim
Wilhelmi to build the structure.
Hesseltine said that was the
easiest part of the overa]l process.
Thewall,
whichcanbe dismantled
incase Thornley moves, took three
nights to plan over dinner.

We

“If | get off work and can't make it to
Moonstone, | just go in the backyard

holds are made of natural rock,
wood, and a resin and sand mix10 hours

areas.

CHRIS THORNLEY
HSU forestry senior
“The climbing of the wall is

physical, but if you have a positive attitude you'll be able to train

harder and climb to your limit,”

he said.

Hesseltine added that he
thought rock climbing was the
best sport overall for mind and
body.
Hesseltine and Thornley were
inspired to build the wall to get
stronger for their trip around the
Western United States after they

graduate in May.

Sd

Many students say that school
drives
them upa wall. But for two
HsSUstudents, theirsummer plans
are what's driving them upa wall
—a climbing wall.
A 22-foot-tall simulated rock
wall stands eight feet above forestry senior Chris Thornley’s
Arcata home. The various hand

gic planning.
“We designed unique and dif-

climbing

ren tanenanaraeatea

place the holds took some strate-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

It took

known

Rn

they'll be doingit across the West
By Jen Kinavey

Sanat eae
ac
a aaa ea eeeSa aRR AMAA SaAAA cc attonna

naa

ee

“

rock climbing at Moonstone
Beach and Patrick’s Point because of the good quality of
the rock, although school and

part-time jobs have limited
them to climbing two or three
times a week. This was another reason for building the
climbing wall.
“It’s convenient having the
wall,” Thornley said. “If I get
off work and can’t make it to
Moonstone, I just go in the
backyard and climb.”
JEN KONAVEY

/ THE LUMBERJACK

Chris Thomiey (top) and Jeff Hesseltine on the artificial cliff
face that they built In Thomley’s back yard.

iio.

THE ONE
STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT
NEEDS!

STUDENTS:
10% OFF
[ALL IMPORT
PARTS
ex
special

eale and
order items

no

Medical Group & Counselling
¢ Family Planning

¢ Counseling for men-women-children
¢ Family Medicine
fee based on sliding scale, insurance or Medi-Cal
785 18th Street
“JUST OVER THE FOOTBRIDGE”
Hours: M-F 8am to Spm

. VISA

¢ MASTERCARD
¢ DISCOVER

822-2481

FREE LECTURE
“MAKING SENSE OUT OF RECENT NUTRITIONAL ADVANCES"
FREE WORKSHOP
“PUTTING NUTRITION TO WORK IN CLINICAL PRACTICE"

HUMBOLDT BREWERY petsrnts:
A
ma’ PLIVIA SUNDA
SIGN UP TIME DURING SUNDAY

HAPPY HOUR

GAME BEGINS AT 2PM. ORGANIZE YOUR ge

SPECIAL MEXICAN MENU

WILD OATS
}

peer

eran

FUNK BILUES
23

8 OT

Ll 1 EXP.5/1115/935

ERIDAY

CHRIS CRAM &
THE CRAM
BROS.
ROCK & ROLI.

24]

MAY
1ST CHRIS CRAM
TTH STONE CRAZY
8TH ANNA BANANA

MD

SATURDAY, MAY 1ST
NOON
NUTRITIONAL VEGAN REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED
KATE BUCHANAN ROOM, PLAZA DRIVE, HSU UNIVERSITY CENTER
WORKSHOP

APPROX. 1:30

OR. MICHAEL KLAPER, WELL-RENOWNED LECTURER AND AUTHOR, |S
THE DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE FOR NUTRITION AND EDUCATION
RESEARCH
IN LOS ANGELES. AN HONORS GRADUATE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, HE HAS ALSO BEEN STAFF
PHYSICIAN AND ASSOCIATE MEDICAL DIRECTOR AT HUMBOLDT MEDICAL
CENTER
IN HOOPA. HE HAS SERVED ON THE ADVISORY BOARD OF JOHN
ROBBINS “EARTHSAVE" ANO IS HIMSELF A VEGETARIAN. HE HAS DEDICATED HIMSELF TO EDUCATING OTHERS ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN DIET AND DISEASE, AND WE WELCOME HIM BACK TO HUM.
BOLDT COUNTY TO SHARE HIS EXPERTISE WITH US. .

>

UNBELIEVABLE PRICES

BLUEGRASS

H ROCK & ROLL

QREDEEMABLE SUN. THAU THUR.§

thes

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

SATURDAY

tony $2.99. tax

12- aoe

M XI =
FIESTA NIGHT

SUICIDE MILD OR HOT i

WINGS

MICHAEL KLAPER
EVERYBODY INVITED

aa
GENEROUS » CAMPUS
wale
AND

Info. 441-1615 or 822-6846
C cscoe

amy

SPONSORS:

Moonrise Herbs

VER

a

pe

=e

“sens:

— _ (707) 822.5796

a
pemesninnnnoien
Roa
nraenars Wena
HEALTHee
Gearsot

¢

nea

6 Oey

Lemeews

[HSU NURSING
NURSIN

ca.

HSU VEGAN VEGETARIAN CLUB
CLUB COORDINATING COUNCIL

| ACTIVITIES

COORDINATING BOARD |!
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from pas
@ Inaugural game draws HSU and CR standouts cam
puses

By Ryan donee

ball hy te of both schools.
th a wide variety of players

Redwoods will be suiting up

their way back to the
North Coast from as far away as
New
Washington State and

maters in the first Times-Standard Alumni Bowl this Satur-

numerous talents.
Lining up for HSU will beScott

Former

football standouts

from HSU and College of the

Mexico, the game will feature

again to represent their alma

d.
Bowl
day at 7 p.m. in Redwoo

for both teams have

Reagan,

filled rapidly with about 100

a former

Denver

Bronco, Chris Oswald, a Santa

Clara native who finished sec-

former players committintog - ond on HSU’s all-time passing
play in the game, which will list last year and Freeman

which team

gets to use players

Basinger.

h HSU and CR.
that attend
This is the case with Derrick
r, who was a 12th-round

who, just last week,
gland Patriot

boys

ers — a Canadian Football
e expansion team.
Former CR stars playing Satlarence
include
urday_
le, who went on to become an All-American at Southern Oregon and former Dallas
Cowboy Owen Hooven, who is
now an assistant coachat CR.
An unusual situation that

at CR and will be leading the

years to raise funds for athletic programs of both
r
the footforise
serve asa fundra

faces Alumni Bow] coaches is

Basinger is a former New En-

Minsigned with the Sacramento

draft

pick of the Dallas Cow-

in 1990.

Seamen is the head coach

Corsairs alumni on the sideline.
Seamen feels the relaxed
game should
format of the
allow for a solution to the

problem of players who went
to both schools.

“If we're short one position

and they have more players,
we might have someone that

has played at both schools
vice
for us and
‘play

versa,”Seamen said.

Other interesting scenarios

sure to spark some competi-

tive fire will be brothers playing against each other and a
father and son on a
sides of the ball as well.
In order to try to keep the
the
competitive,
game
coaches are going to matchup players of about the same
age and era, with many substitutions so that everyone
get a chance to play.
will

Although there is no short-

age of alumni to fill the
squads, Lumberjack offensive
coordinator Mike Mitchell,
who will be an assistant
coach, says players are still
welcome to sign up.
“If they played at any time

in their career at Humboldt

we want them to sign up.
more the merrier for this
of thing. It will be a
event,”Mitchell said.
Having fun is the main
of the game, rather than

The
type
fun

wins and who loses.

goal
who

“It’s not a who wins type of
said. “Just to
a
one
ring people back (to HSU)

and renew their aquaintances
is the main thing.
Seamen agrees Winning is
secondary and feels entertaining the crowd is an imortant part of the Alumni
owl.
“Who cares who wins?
That’s not even remotely the
most important thing. If the

4993 MODELS
IN STOCK
800 MOUNTAIN

game ended up a 38-38 tie we

wotild be happy that there is

BIKE

a lot of excitement and some

big plays,”Seamen said. ~

here is a possibility of one

Frame/Fork: Tange Cro-Moly s,
ro-Moly stay
frame tubes and

roblem ened on Saturday.

he only problem we've got
is what happens if we tie. In
that case we'll have to cut the
trophy in half,” joked HSU
alumni coach Fred Whitmire.
Ticket prices are $5 for general admission, $3 for students and $15 for a family

Cruise Control IIl Cro-Moly
Ultralite-style fork

Group: Shimano Altus C20 21
speed Hyperglide

pass that admits two adults

Brakeset: Shimano Altus C2

and two children. Tickets are
on sale at Sports & Cycle (Eureka and Fortuna), Cal

Rims: Araya MP22 Alloy

Chevrolet, Tom’s Sourdough

$SA3VE29O%N

Courts,

a

SELECTED
piytclasts
1992 MODELS ouppply

LIFE CYCL

Northwood

and New Outdoor Store.

:

bao<

a

>

M-System

THE COMPLETE
BICYCLE OUTFITTER

Larsen
° Continued from page 31
Dawson played 14
this
season and shot six for 19 with
20 rebounds.
Branch, who didn’t play this

year after red-shirting her first
year and getting minimal playing time her second, is returning
to the court.
The 6-foot-2-inch Branch said
= —
“i - is she’s leftanded, which catches
e
off
guard.
—
ith the time off, I think I’ve

become a smarter
player,”
Branch said. “I know
there is a
shortage of big girls out there,so

it is really

important to me to

help out

the team.”

~

we

————

ar
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Elections: As. needs leadership in fiscal crisis
other ways to efficiently
allocate
resources. Fee and tax
are too
often the answer of first resort —

vice president:
/Pete Wilson: Wilson’s experience
on the A:S. will serve students well.
When
deal with controversial issues,
wants
a different format to allow students easier

community members.

$1 fee increase:
vid de

Fair Share:
of this
V“NO — The urpose
athletics
no more
initiative is to

Cunnapetanaent

which doesn’t get sufficient
funding
from AS.
If passed, this initiative
would set a
dangerous precedent for groups to
propose fee increases
whenever they

are unhappy with the allocationof

access to the A.S. council — instead of

gets around to their issue.

HSU mascot change:

any way it sees fit.

fund was created
in part to
keep athletics from being a drain on
AS. funds and should be kept that
way.
“NO — The initiative
would make
class in the
awareness
a one-unit

ee

$4 fee increase

budget committee already

has the power to disburse the fund

Rape awareness class:

“NO —
the mascot
would s
racism
and sexism while
tolerance and environmental awareness.

eINITIATIVES

The

t of IRA funds.

a

aie

than 35

eat

wnt with legislators to overhaul
the
trustees.

will be using A.S.-sponsored
programs.

cries. Nothing makes rape
worthy
to be
in the university’s institution requirements.

Malin aE
5 et AOR

ously represented
HSU in Sacramento
and recently, at a Washington,
Oe gelieenen, seicing objection to

fewer students
the AS.
general fund, 1,000 fewer students

A at Ee il

sentative, Kirkpatrick has continu-

(AIDS epidemic) equally important to

in

nia State Student Association repre-

ronment demolishers.
If the “I
” offends some
people now, replacing it would
offend even a greater number —
students, alumni and tax-paying

education classes.
There are many social disasters

8 a

WJason Kirkpatrick: As the Califor-

lumberjacks are racist, sexist, envi-

“this will hurt me more than it hurts
you” seems to be the rationale.
While next year there will be 1,000

a

A.S. president:

general
science lower division

a

e LEGISLATIVE OFFICES

Politicians
at all levels need to find

This is not an effective way to
promote rape awareness and education.
A better method would be to
social
te
class in the
such a ora
incorp

Although
these ideals in themselves should be promoted,
it is

/NO — AS. is calling for the

Letters to the editor
Senseless drawing
I was angry that you chose to illustrate

te
toto pubescent
priat
appro
more
more
a
stbetch
oticall
fantasies.
male

ly-corConsidering these are “
rect” times, I am astonished that Jim Wa-

ters, editor in chief, is so far off-base,
unless, of course, Waters is a 13-year-old
boy.
Lynn Davis

Arcata

Thanks for coverage
We would like to thank The Lumberfor her coverage
jack and Heather

31 issue
of “Into the Streets”in the March
of The Lumberjack.
We were

that the coordina-

tors, volunteers and community-service
tions were all interviewed, makings very
article.
le would also ra SS give, coaeet
ongoing
thanks to Tracy Fong for

contribution to Into the Streets.
We congratulate those who have volQuestions regarding tre editorial content of The
the editor.
jateck
be directed
er
should
Lumb

The Lumberjack edforlal le written based on the

majesty opinion of the newepaper's editorial board.
Queei columne and opinion articles reflect the

cpinione of the writers, not necessarily those of Tye
Lumberjack or Rs staff members. The Lumberjack

welcomes submissions for guest columne. Submissions
must be typed and less then 600 words.
i Letters to the Editor oan be mailed or delivered to

The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6, HSU, Arcata, Calf.

96621. Letters must be received by 5 p.m. Friday, and
must be 200 worde of jess. Lettere and guest cohamne

must include the writer's name, city, phone number,
and major and yeer in achoo! Hf trom a studerd. They
are subject to editing for grammar, style, content and

clubs and
unteered
so far and
Organiand
to call the Clubs
individuals
zations office for more volunteer opportunities.
Marianne Beck
Clubs and Organizations intern

ing the article “Constitutional
ty” written by Tim
in the
April 14 issue of The Lumberjack—
realize the framers of
doesn’t
the Constitution did not ar a
training” because

te

males

Wore enfranchised atthe time?
of .
omen did not have the vote; blacks
were counted as three fifths of a human
being since they were slaves; aboriginal
tribes were driven off their lands and
,
impr
were
killed and homosexuals
never meant for the United
The framers
static as of 1787 and
remain
States to
never

their own as
IsSpringer

_—. shoes).
might release some

of his treasured prejudices if he opens his
mind?

Charles W. Carvallo
senior, German

P.C. censorship tests.

Instead, let’s recommend
A.S. members undergo training as to the importance of free speech, the meaning and
intent of the First Amendment
and the
nature of
’ opi

ae eee Temmaselll
Ticiil

graduate, journalism and English

A.S. out of line

Sensitivity needed

tivity

se

recommendations:

The Lumberjack makes the following

tionable this proposal would
dfectively do so. J
would undermine
A mascot
support
emotional
and
the economic
commuprovided by the |
nity in which HSU exists. Not all

2

Legislature
to find alternatives to fee
hikes— It needs to do the same.

ERE

Editor's note:Associated Students
holds its annual election — 27-29.

or improve as society pro-

gressed and became more enlightened.
Thomas Jefferson felt frequent revolutions might be necessary so democracy
would not remain stagnant.
left us a blue print.
The founders
It is our duty to build on it so the light
of justice and freedom can shine on all
—
so, the Germans of the Nazi era and
of the Stalinist period could
the Russians
have used “sensitivity training” to avoid
perpetrating the most inhumane regimes
in history.
“Sensitivity training” is not a strait
jacket on free thought or speech.
It merely allows people to hear and
understand perspectives different from

I was extremely pissed off upon learning about the Associated Students’ resolution requesting “sensitivity
for Lumberjack staffers because of “insensitive” material in the newspaper's
opinion section.

nions voiced on controversial subjects will, by their nature, offend those
who disagree.
Most people who read The
Lumberjack’s guest columns are intelligent and open-minded.
They can sift through any rhetorical
B.S. and form logical opinions of their
own.
I emphathize with opinion editor Jose
Cardenas, whose job is difficult.
People from diverse and sometimes
unds want to dictateto
extremist
him what to publish; instead, he follows
the traditional Lumberjack policy of publishing all submitted items, space permitting, which meet the proper criteria.
Cardenas doesn’t play political-correctwhich offending stateness God, deciding
ments to censor.
A good opinion column should stimulate thought.
The worst harm aninsensitive or illogical published opinion will dois to inform
intelligent readers that its writer is a pitiful bimbo.
Let’s not subject opinion columnists to

Wrong facts
Iam not sure who’s to be scolded more,
=
the guest columnist Aaron

ull, venaeeteiionn seneeraen
appeared in the April 14 issue of The
Lumberjack.

In the column the author states, “Israel
has occupied the West Bank since it captured it
the
ians
in a war in
which Egypt attacked Israel. Israel kept
the territory as a buffer zone against future
attack.”
Let’s get the facts straight:
The West Bank area is between Israel
and Jordan. Check the maps which
abound in the library.
e June 5, 1967, Israel launched preemptive air and ground attacks against
the Arab forces massed on its borders
with
t, Jordan and Syria.
The

West Bank was ca

from Jor-

dan. The Israelis fired the first shot.
Read Moshe Dayan’s autobiography
in the library.
These mistakes render the article moot,
as the author has lost all credibility.
By not verifying these facts The Lumberjack and the author only perpetuate
the notion of how stupid Americans are

See Letters, page 37
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The
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oftwoforces—
for more = Tavea
@: Media consumers must look
the well-armed Davidians,
i
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ements and evaluations of media
judg

. J. Coxtord
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J. Waters
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the
their critique of

Pg from

wea panes oe
up
right
inning,

way the Federal Sessa of In-

Alcohol, Tobaccoand Firearms

Offers.

vestigation and the Bureau of

sages, like all information, arey

best ingested with a health

ask yourself where this person

got their facts. Chances are they

uestion mustbe: whatarethe

media, and know as much as

wasweighing book andmovie

exas.

As many as 17 children are
feared dead among the ap&
: ately 95 people
whoPproxim
tk
shians
thecom

were in
was shite’ rhe eet

Itis atl notclear can sabia
,

said Monday
fire — the FBI es
x
psig rh

ently set the fire when their

tankdozer broke through the

wall and knocked over alan-

tern.

Part of me pecan wie
mainstreammediacoverageo

oa one © how many decices

you do about the subject.
parallels bethe
ider

their tendency to encourage

media are out to deceive.On

age of the Waco standoff and
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This is not to say that the
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ATF and FBI tactics and ratio_nale, for example — and the
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_know the answers.
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always

journalism.” There is no real
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achieve it. Remember that be-

_ informed based on what they
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setters were

_ Waters and Coxford are The
Lumberjack’s editor in chief and

—

seco

cabana: cover-

s
Bosnia.
fromport
thenightlyre

are out to

But there vty pati, insidious _ tell people what to think, only
Ae with the initial raid,
con- _ side to this kind of “parachute what to think about.
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he press andteal
serene Eecivisect formation ten gathered resin

few press conferences and a
wide-angle view of the raid
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snap pelgemenie. A torrent of the contrary,
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a
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The bottom line is that we

This is not necessarily true.

on to other issues.
moving

Currents editor, respectively. They
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eee
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saw a documentary on the
television show “Primetime
Live” about the Guatemalan
police killing homeless street
children.
There are now two Latin
American countries, Brazil and
Guatemala, that have opted for
this fascist solution to —
The thing that was conveniently
omitted from the discussion,
however, was the role of the
C.LA. and the U. S. government

in all of this.
In the ’50s the United Fruit
Company pressured the U.S.

tand the C.LA. todo

ttidemocra
ou
abthe
sO:
inand
Arbenz
oper
police
fascist
of
ed the series
states that have ruled Guatemala
for the past 40 years.

the tonly
Street children are no

targets. Union organizers, land
priests, intellectuals,
reformers,
an short,
leftist stu a Be

anyone who

s

, for

aid)

y an |

poor

: le can be a target a the
lice or of death squads hired
the wealthy.
Since it is our tax money thatis

governused to prop up these
for
ments and provide
their death —_ don’t we all
have a little blood on our hands
sitting sengonn One GTS HO

Vh

EeiSouzn
future for Latin America. I call it
murder
— and unbridled
y be an
will never
by the wealth
answ
to theer
world’s
a
isn’t
The police in Guatemal

content with merely killing children.

to ”Primetime

Live,” they often torture them

with electricity or gouge their

eyes out before
a democracy, “free

and the wave of the
enterprise”

as if the wealthyof

them. Itis

Guatemala,

y
our governwith cit
in compli

ment and the wealthy here, have
a whole group of night
=
erin
positions o
ers to

or
co
Those street children that are
not killed or tortured often sniff
to
the sensations of
cold, hunger and loneliness.
They risk permanent brain damage to escape their hellish existence.
Iam so intensely
angry that if

0/;4

I were young and healthy I
would grab a rifle and join the
guerrillas in Guatemala.

If International Brigades could’

a Reale
tor the Spanish
blic, why not for the

poor, starving and brutalized
in Latin America? This
children
and similar to what
is atrocious
the Nazis did.
has to speak out.
Someone

I can’t believe people are so

evil that if the majority

knew

whatis happening and why, they

wouldn’t act to end this night@
ss S ebeadlg is¢ diana
ued Sor

Now recidingin Southern Cal ifornia, he is involved with the Stuee
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Opposing views

Mascot goes before the voters
Cee
er, Itis simply
a mascot. The “lumberjack”
is not degrading or
demoralizing to any specific racial, cultural, gender, sexual preference or age
group. Therefore, it does not fit within
the terms of political incorrectness.
There are many people who have chosen to be lumberjacks. Do you choose to
insult them by stating
that the way they
make
a living
is so
abhorrent
that you do
not want to be associated with them?
You may be offending the very
alumni
that help support you financially.
As you consider how you will vote,
lease, keep in mind those who walked

By Efizabeth “Bo” Weber
am
and amazed HSU is
considering changing its mascot.
Asan alumnus I am further amazed I
do not have a vote in this decision.
During my incarceration at HSU, school
spirit was low compared to the current
tenor. However, we were lumberjacks
and proud of it.
We didn’t think or worry whether or
not the “1
k” was politically correct. We probably did not think about it
because it

represented the school so well

— it fit

like a

fore you on the Redwood Park trails,

oO swimsuit.

through the Redwood and Sunset dorms,
up the hill to Founders Hall and over the
dunes at Mad River Beach.
Weare forever lumberjacks. We might,
however, consider becoming banana

I am a dedicated environmentalist. I

am as angry as many about the slaughter
of old growth forest. But Iam angrier that
many of you who complain about the
forestry industry do riothing to conserve
your use of
oducts which in turn

would decrease

slugs.

the need for trees.

Weber
is an HSU social work and sociology
alumnus now residing in Seattle.

As an environmentalist, the “lumberjack” as a mascot does not offend me

looking a little deeper at them

Letters:

and their motives.

© Continued from page 35

at face value. Let’s look deeper

about history and geography.

Kim A. Cabrera

We should not accept things

I did not say ignorant Americans.
is merely a lack of
knowledge, stupid is one ignorant and not doing anything
about it.
Always check your facts.
1 Holcombe
senior, industrial technology

Beyond the surface

Why do we always accept

things at face
Haven't we
mistakes that
we see on the

whole story?

value?
learned from past
to assume what
surface is not the

We are not here to blindly acthe words of anyone as law.
e are here to be curious and to
as they are. It’s
on

our right and nature as humans.

Are we so wrapped up in our
individual little cocoons that we
can’t at least make the effort to
people and
understand other
why they do what they do?
we see a homeless person
walking down the street we
them on face value. “Oh,
t Doesn't want to
a bum.
s jus
get a job. Wants to feed off the
public’s good will.”
That's what we see, but it may
not be the whole story.
I think we should take a long

look at ourselves and the way
we treat others based on first
impressions.

We need to take into consideration that “bum” may have a
good reason for bei

what he is

and doing what he does.
Weneed to be more tolerant of
people and their differences.
Instead of writing someone
off at face value we should try
“eau

NU

I
ABSIT

Nn

rtd

RudolfW. Becking
urrently there is an increasing
interest among faculty and students to change the HSU mascot
from the traditional logger lumberjack to
a more appropriate symbol reflecting
ing attitudes and life styles among

mascot — a mascot that will not offend

(Sequoia), animal (spotted owl), and other

Becking is an HSU professor of natural
resources.

many of us associated with

ge 4 es
we serve and educate.
e mascot should be one free from sex
symbolism, acceptable to many ethnic
groups and religious affiliations, one that
will foster tolerance, acceptance and peace
among ourselves in our joint educational
efforts.
I pondered about an appropriate tree
objects.

What’s in a mascot, anyway?
campus?

$ a sports writer and a
. Sports fan I am constantly hounded by

Timber biased

the category of timber-biased
media.
The first sentence mentions the
“timber summit” in Portland.
The Clinton administration re-

cently changed the event from a
“Forest Summit”

to a “Forest

Conference” to downplay many
people’s exaggerated expectations.

The title of the event sets the
tone for the article which fails to
address the real issuesand scope
of the importance of this historic
meeting.

Approximately half the article
is based on Humboldt County’s
First District Supervisor Stan
Dixon’s assessment of the event.
There is no mention of the rallies outside, including an ancient
forest celebration which drew
over 70,000 supporters with no
incidents.
The only violent incident that
weekend occurred outside the
convention center and involved
Northern California timber sup-

mascots.

The question I ask is: How
much significance do they have
in our mindsand are they truly
im)

tt?

The name “lumberjacks”

isn’t so much political as it is

social.
collar
—

to blueappeal
le,and being alum-

is a blue-collar job.
Pittsburgh Steelers, the

Houston Oilers, the Greenbay
Packers, the Dallas Cowboys
and the Detroit Pistons were
named for a reason — in support of the local community.
ks and
The HSU Lum
LogSchool
the Eureka High

gers were names chosen specifically because of the community. You change the name,
you lose the support of thecom~-

If the mascot was changed tomorrow, what would happen?
¢ None of the uniforms of the
11 intercollegiate sports on cam-

pus have the word “Lumber-

jacks” written on them anywhere, except the football team.
The word “Jacks” is on the helmets.

¢ The official HSU stationary
does not have “Lumberjacks” on
it. It has three small trees in the
upper-left corner.
e T-shirts, sweatshirts and
baseball caps run the gamut of
options from M.C. Esher prints,
to redwood trees, to “Lumber-

Some of the many options at

pao would —.
as
t up Vv
or
rs:
souvenir iaomne: The Eockito
as always, would makea healthy
t,

HSU’s mascot have upon the

¢ All oftheclub teamsoncamus, including two ultimate
risbee teams, two lacrosse
teams, the rubgy team, the crew
team, the archery club and the
men’s volleyball club, aren’t

for work, hitch to job sites —

conversation. Some sneak to the

munity.

How

much

impact does

being medically ready to work
and having the mind to concenrters.
trate on what he is to do.
Maybe you could get someIt is good this is easy for Mr.
one besides the sports editor to Newman and I am sure he feels
write about sucha historicevent.
everyone else is just like him.
Dan Close
But I hope he thinks again.
senior, natural resources .
He should go to a party one
evening, sit to the side and observe how each person present
Not that simple
acts and reacts differently.
,an
Newm
Bober
Inarecent lett
Some boldly approach people
tells people who are homeless
in. Some will
they are interested
get a job.”
and poor to “just
can walk
never
do anything but
it has been easy for
I'm sure
strangers, ask up to someone and start up a

him to approach
oa 910 siqoeq eveiled inno |

’

Students are soon going to the polls to
express their conscience and vote.
am much in favor of adopting a more
universal, holistic symbol as the official

senior, natural resources

ticle titled “Clinton says timber
plan will protect jobs” falls into

complexity, its uniqueness in ‘the dark

backdrop of space.
Moreover, those astronauts who have
watched mother Earth from space have
been mentally and emotionally transformed by that image.
It has changed their life in several funreligious and emotional aspects.
damental
as a mascot may instill
Choosing
similar religious, philosophical and emotional changes among us and our students to care more for mother Earth, pay
greater respect and live together in harrmentof
mony with the Earth forthe
us all.

to find the truth.

For your information, the ar-

I rejected them all.
table masFinally Isettled for one
taken
cot being the color image of
shuttle.
space
first
the
by
from space
This picture demonstrates most vividly the fragility of the planet we call
home, its intricate unity, diversity and

Vi serkd yrgna yisansini o@ mal

bathroom brushing away tears
because the one their heart throbs

for is with someone else.
Some display absolutley mad

behavior to attract the attention

of everyone in the room, regardless of whether or not the participants want to be bothered.

Some pour down their throats
whatever makes them feel best,
while other souls refuse alcohol
— these pe don’t want to
miss anything.

Some show off what they don’t

called “lumberjacks.” They
have their own team names. e The Lumberjack newspaper would not changeits name.
Enterprises
e Lumberjack
would not change its name.
e The Marching

Lumber-

jacks, in all likelihood, would

not change their name.

So, the question is: How
much power and influence does
the mascot’s name really have?
It seems clear the power behind some team names have
been lost. Take for example the
Cleveland Browns, the Los Aneles Dodgers, the Los Angeles
, the New York Knicks,
the Utah Jazz and the Hartford

Whalers.

All of these team names had

powerful connotations in the
t. Now they’re just names.
One day the “lumberjack”
will be just that, another name.
Magnus grew up a San Diego
Charger fan and his high school

mascot was the Conquistadors.He

is a former sports editor of The
Lumberjack.

Some listen to the music, exhilarated by a song that makes
them remember something
“back when.”
That is why not just everyone
will get a job. Besides, they are
rare and will probably get more
rare before they become abun-

dant.

Not everyone present themselves , take rejection or adjust to

a schedule in the same way —
there are many types of people.
Bambi L. Peters
Eureka

have.
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FOR
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RENT

SHARE NEW HOUSE. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, very quiet, all amenities.

1130

Killdeer

Road,

. 839-0866, Bill or

Dave.

ARCATA,

2 BEDROOM,

Heather Lane $520.

2102

3 bedroom,

54 GSt., $750; 4bedroom house,
3786 Spear, $1200; 4 bedroom
house, 2050 Haeger,
$1100. 8225064.

Available June

1st.

TWO-BEDROOM, $585/MO.
587A
12th St., corner of F.
Teagardens. 5 min. walk from
campus, even closer to everything
in town. 822-4092.
THE FAIRVIEW REGENCY will
have a few two-bedroom suites
available June 1 for one-year
leases. Downtown Arcata next to
Angelo’s Pizza, 545 H Street.
Close to everything.
One of

Arcatd’s nicest. Furnished or un-

furnished starting at $478 monthly.
$200 deposit. Serving HSU for
twenty years.
ONE

RENT

822-2146.

BEDROOM

May

APT.

FOR

15-Aug15,

$250/

month.
Call 822-8909,
message.

Leave

PERSONALS

443-3685.

Resource Center for more info.
826-5015.

rights are my specialty.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYEarn $600+/
MENT-tisheries.
week in canneries or $4,000+/
month onfishingboats. Free trans-

EQUIPMENT
OUTDOOR
RENTALS available at the
CENTER ACTIVITIES OUTDOOR CENTER. Backpacks,

wagon; aquarium supplies; hats;
exercise bike; misc. items. Call
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Only $269!! Jet there
ANYTIME
for
$269
with
AIRHITCH! (Reportedin Let’s Go!
and NY Times). New York-$129
each way! AIRHITCH @ 310-394-.
FREE STANDING LOFT OR
BUNK BED, W46” X L81.5" X
Ht@5.5”; one 2-piece 3/4” plywood
platform (mattress negotiable); Dfir
2x4's painted white, head & foot
“ends” lag-screwed, laterals bolted.
Convenient to modify, easy to
move. $100 or best. 822-1735
message.
'M GRADUATING, NEED TO
SELL MY BED. queen size Sealy
Posture Crestil $150 OBO. Call
Mona 822-4530.
WANT TO GET STARTED IN
TAPING, or just want a quality
Walkman Sony WM-D3 Pro
Walkman
w/mic inputs, amorphous
rec/play head. $175 OBO. Call
Pat 826-9774.

FURNITURE!

Side table $15

shelf unit $20 OBO, Italian shelf
unit $50 OBO.

la:822-6320.

HAVE YOU JUMPED? Freefall
Bungee Guides, trips by appointment. Gravity, smiles and reasonable rates guaranteed! For more
into or to book a jump call 8262001.

BRAKES &
CLUTCHES ARE [aa
CUR SPECIALTY ff |v)
Laem)
,

10.
29, 6-8 p.m.,SH1
Contact
Peer

! Room & Board!

Over

8,000 seenines No experience
MALE OR FEMALE.
necessary.
For employment program call 1206-545-4155 ext. A6047.
INTEGRITY,
PASSION,
KNOWLEGE, FAIRNESS, RESPECT, ANGST and the experience to know how to put these
qualities
to work for the studentsof
HSU. Vote Jason for A.S. Presi-

dent April 27-29.

4/14

OBO; futon twin $35 OBO, wood

TO
THE
ATTRACTIVELOOKING LADY the puppy
and | spotted on Easter Sunday: | was so stunned by your
compliment that | was too
tongue-tied to get your name.
How about a second chance?
Call Dave 822-4538.

CG PIANO CARE CARMAN
GENTILE (707) 441-1017

communication skills! Thurs, April

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
FALL OF ‘93. Needafemale
roomMAC lis: 9/80 with 13” RGB monimate to share a house or aparttor,
extended keyboard, mouse,
ment. Available to move in August
'
plus
software. $2200 OBO. Brian
1. Call Michele, (916)-344-8578.
826-2311.

m

CREATIVE COMMUNICATION
Learn effective
WORKSHOP.

SALE: Couches; bedroom set;
lamps; water cooler, bookcases;
desks; filing cabinets; tables;

Loaner Bicycles Available!

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEarn $2,000+/month + worldtravel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career employment available. No
experience necessary. For employment program call 1-206-6340468 ext. C6047.
SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE THE
ENVIRONMENT: EARN $2500$3500 AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE! National campaign positions to renew the Clean Water
Act, promote comprehensive recycling and stop offshore oil drilling. Available in the Bay area, 22
states and D.C. Call Jamie tollfree: 1-800-75-EARTH.

ARCH PROGRAM CO-DIRECTORS POSITIONS—Part-time
staff positions for‘93-'94 academic

year. Duties include program and

fiscal development, volunteer recruitment and training. Exciting
opportunities to work with MultiCultural Center, students with diverse backgrounds, develop visionary new directions in leadership and service provision. $7$800 scholarship also available.
Excellent communication and organizational skills required. Experience and understanding of reentry issues a must; previous experience with ARCH is preferred.
Applications and full job descriptions available at ARCH, House
55, Room 101. Deadline: 5 pm,
Wednesday April 28.
CCATIS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS for two codirectorship poitions for the May
‘93-May ‘94 term. Please provide
letter of intent and résumé. contact CCAT for further details.
TWO
STUDENT
CLUBS
NEEDED for fall project. Your
group GUARANTEED at least
$400. Must call BEFORE END OF
TERM! 800-932-0528

826-3357

campus

‘at working against fee

April 27-28-29.

THE DEATH OF EDUCATION!
This university and affordable,
accessible education is dying. Let
your voice be heard! Rally on Art
Quad Thursday 12:30-1:50.

for

EXCELLENCE IN ON-SITE
MACINTOSH REPAIR, upgrade
and system design. System Shop
826-1579.

We fix Laser Printers!

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING
TRANSCRIBING NEEDS call
443-6128 and ask for Mearl.

QUALITY TYPING,

&

REASON-

Terry McBride
ABLE RATES.
Typing: 442-6511. Pick-up and
delivery available.

WORD PROCESSING $2/PAGE.
Manuscripts, brochures, flyers,
general typing, etc.
24-hour
messages, 444-4711, w/touch
tone. Enter your phone number,
hang up after “thank you.”

ITS THAT TIME OF YEAR AGAIN,
graduation and the end of the

school year are around the corner.

Let PEMBERTON’S PACK &
POST help with your shipping

needs

next

your

to wherever

destination may be. We ship either
UPS or USPS. We are located in
the Uniontown Shopping Center
by Safeway. Call us if you will
need your stuff picked up. 8262020.

AUTOMOTIVE
MOTORCYCLE:
HONDA
CB650 1980.
Nice!
Red!

Ready to cruise!

VAN FOR SALE. Dodge, talltop van, 1972.
Low miles,
liveable with propane

stove,

refrigerator, sink, table, bed, a/
c, etc. Must sell, $2450 OBO.
Jeff*839-8212.

ne

Cre

Nn!

WORK IN A
BIG way!
PLACE CLASSIFIED ADS AT
THE UNIVERSITY TICKET
OFFICE by Friday, 4 p.m., before Wednesday publication.
Special student rate just $2 for
25 words, 5¢/word. thereafter.

Service

MOTORCYCLE: ‘91 SUZUKI
BANDIT (GSF400). Red/black,
5400 miles, 46 mpg, runs perfect, no rust. Cleanest cycle
around.
$3000.
822-6757,
Doug. Leave message.

wR

LUMBERJACK
CLASSIFIED ADS

$700 OBO.

Call Zac, 445-2122.
manual included.

Lunch

“emma

seas sonatasere

BLAZE (S ALL FIRED UPI! You

8752.

Cappuccino
Organic Coffee

oot

3

EXPERIENCED
COPY EDITOR
PROFESSIONAL
will eliminate misspellings, poor
grammar and awkward phrasing
essays andreports. 839fromyour

Espresso

6:

i

Blaze Baker for AS President on

g bags, canoes and
Call

/(

and staff reduction. Vote
increases

coolers, wetsuits, campstoves,

more!!!
prices.

FT

Tuesday Evening
Report
Every
on

Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Educational Access
Cable 31

Arcata's only
LIVE
TY.
Newscast!
Tuesday Evening Report
is a news and

discussion program

with live viewer call-in.
Produced by HSU
journalism students.
Office Phone: 826-5567

CALENDAR wxsnusm
Wednesdey 21

for information.
¢ The Comedy Quake, a
five-member comedy improv

again at 9 p.m. at Eli's

Club and Eureka Police

9318 for information.

Officer’s Association, 4423738 for information.

troupe, performs 7 p.m. and
again at 9 p.m. at Eli's

Music

Jambalaya, 822-4766 for

9318 for information.

information.

Music

department's Faculty Artist
Series presents string
chamber music, 8 p.m. in

Music
e Buddy Brown hosts the

Blues Jam, 9:30 p.m. at

et Cetera
¢ Holocaust
Remembrance

Week continues with
cultural music and folk
dancing, 1-3 p.m. in the
Kate Buchanan Room, and
the film “The Diary of Anne

Frank,” 6-9 p.m. in
Founders Hall 111, 8264195 for information.
e A plant sale sponsored by
the

Center for

Appropriate Technology, 10
a.m.-3 p.m. on the Quad
through Friday, 826-3551
for information.

Thursday 22
Music
e Earl Thomas, 9:30 p.m.
at Jambalaya, 822-4766 for

information.
¢ The Beamers, 11:30
a.m.-1:30 p.m. at Crosswinds Restaurant, Tenth
and I streets, Arcata, 826-

2133 for information.
e Loose Cannon, 8 p.m. at
Eli's Second Street Improv,

514 Second St., Eureka,
441-9318 for information.

Ct Cetera

¢ In honor of Holocaust Remembrance
Week, the film “Europa,
Europa” plays 6-9 p.m. in

Founders Hall 118, 8264195 for information.

¢ The Campus Center for
\

|

/

y

Appropriate
__ Technology’ s

-2)”

Energy Fast ‘93
™ begins with a

=

Renewable
Energy Fair

volunteer potluck, 5 p.m.
at Buck House 97, 826-

3551 for information.
¢ Fifth Annual Southeast
Asian Culture Evening.
featuring traditional Loatian
& Hmong dancing, music,
needlework and cuisine, 79 p.m. in the Eureka High

School Cafeteria, sponsored
by Y.E.S.'’s Refugee Exten-

sion Program, 826-4965 for

information.

Friday 23
Theater
¢ Storyteller, comic, and

monologist Jesse Austin
gives a benefit performance
for the Graduation Pledge

Alliance, 7:30 p.m. in

Goodwin Forum, 826-7757

Second Street Improv, 441-

e Earl Thomas, 9:30 p.m.
at Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
¢ Earthshine Productions
presents Small Fish, Black
Irish and Café River,
beginning 8:30 p.m. at Club
West, 444-2582 for information.

¢ Tony Earl & The Full
House Band, 9 p.m. at the
Country Club, 442-4236 for
information.
¢ Stone Crazy, 9 p.m. at
the Humboldt Brewery,
826-2739 for information.
¢ The Roadmasters, 9 p.m.
at the North Coast Inn,
822-4861 for information.

Sports
¢ HSU women's softball vs.
Cal State Stanislaus in a
double-header (two
games), | p.m. at the
Arcata Sports Complex,
826-3631

for information.

€t Cetera
¢ Holocaust Remembrance Week
concludes with an open
mike poetry reading about
genocide, oppression and
the Holocaust, 2-4 p.m. in
the Music building, Room
130, 826-4195 for information.

¢ The Campus Center for
Appropriate Technology
hosts a cookie-baking
extravaganza, 6 p.m. in
buck House 97, 826-3551
for information.
¢ HSU students Belinda
Gray and Jana Peterson
exhibit photography and
sculpture, respectively,
through May 6 in the
Karshner Lounge of the
University Center, 826- 4149 for information.
¢ David LaPlanz lectures on
“Art History According to David LaPlanz,” 7 p.m. in
Art 102, free admission,
826-3624 for information.
e Center Activities’ Outdoor
Adventure Program presents women’s backpacking, an opportunity for
women of the campus and
community to explore the
local wilderness, no
experience needed, through
Sunday, 826-3357 for
information.

Second Street Improv, 441-

e The HSU music

Theater
e The Comedy Quake, a
five-member comedy improv
troupe, performs 7 p.m. and

Sale, 9 a.m. at
1386 Foster Ave., Arcata,

822-4360 for information.
¢ The Ink People Gallery
begins classes for photog-

the Fulkerson Recital Hall,
826-3531 for information.
¢ Chowder Head & Groovy

raphy, painting & draw-

ing, masks, etc, in a six-

Imbeciles, 9:30 p.m. at

week session open to
children, teen and adults,
826-1233 for information.
e Center Activities’ Outdoor
Adventure Program offers

Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
¢ Tony Earl & The Full

House Band, 9 p.m. at the
Country Club, 442-4236
for information.
e Wild Oats bluegrass
band, 9 p.m. at the Humboldt Brewery, 826-2739
for information.
e Recent Future, 9 p.m. at
the North Coast Inn, 8224861 for information.
¢ The Humboldt Folklife
Society sponsors a potluck
dinner, 7 p.m., and “potluck of callers” Contra
Dance, 8:30 p.m. at the
Arcata Veterans Hall, 8228835 for information.

multi-level waterskiing or
intro. to river kayaking,

all uquipment and instruction provided, 826-3357 for
information.

for

and older, 444-2582 for
information.

¢ The Beamers, 6-9 p.m. at

€t Cetera
__Energy Fair,

Ottavio's International
Cuisine, Seventh and F
streets, Arcata, 822-4021
for information.

~ featuring live

Sports

° The Second Annual
®)

Humboldt State University
Arcata, Ca. 95521

- lifestyles, 9 p.m.-2 a.m., 18

the Arcata Sports Complex,
826-3631 for information.

ty

Music

6 Nelson Hall East

information.
¢ Club Triangle at Club
West for alternative

a doulbe-header, 2 p.m. at

Renewable

VY ~ music, speakers and workshops on a
number of topics, such as
alcohol fuels, electric
vehicles, and passive solar
heating, 10:30 a.m.-7 p.m.
at Redwood Park in Arcata,

826-355]
for information, |
¢ Take Back the Night, a
rally and march to reclaim
women's rights to walk
safely at night — rally
starts 6 p.m. athe the
Gazebo in Old Town,
Eureka; march leaves from
Gazebo at 8 p.m. Sponsored by the Rape Crisis
Team and the HSU
Women's Center, 826-4216
for information.
e The HSU speech and
communications department holds its semi-annual
student speech tournament, 9:30 a.m.-3:30
p.m.
in the Theater Arts building, 822-0264 for information.

e The 10th Annual Old
Festival Run, with choice
of a two-mile or four-mile
run, both leaving 9:30 a.m.
from the foot of Washing-

ton Street off Waterfront
Drive in Eureka, sponsored

by Six Rivers Running

|

the information to:

Sunday25

admission, 826-3531

¢ HSU women's softball
vs. Cal State Hayward in

5 p.m. Fridays, Send
The Lumberjack Calendar

e The HSU music department presents a student
voice recital, 8 p.m. in the
Fulkerson Recital Hall, free

Sports

Town Rhododendron

Saturday 24

e The Friends of the Dunes
Preserve holds a Friends

e Drag racing, 10
registration, 1 p.m.
the Samoa Airport,
Samoa Blvd. (past

a.m.
races, at
end of
Fair-

haven).

Et Cetera
¢ CCAT’s Energy Fast

,

| 7

4a,

continues with

— an open house/

~

tour of Buck

House 97, 11
a.m., 826-3551
for information.
¢ Headwaters Ancient
Redwood Forest slide
show with slides by nature
photographer Doug Thron
and a presentation by
redwood ecologist and
author Rudolf Becking, 7:30
p.m. in the Kate Buchanan
Room, 822-9071 for information.

‘ e The Friends of the Dunes
Preserve present a “Birds of
the Mad River Slough and
Dunes” theme walk, 10
a.m. at the MRSD, 8224360 for information.
¢ Women’s ritual for
recovery and empowerment, a safe space for
survivors of abuse, 6 p.m.
at 1920 Zehndner Ave.,

Arcata, sponsored by the
HSU Women's Center, 8264216 for information.

ail}

Monday 26
Music
¢ The HSU music department presents a student

cello/bass recital, 8 p.m.
in the fulkerson Recital
Hall, free admission, 8263531 for information.
e Teddy Taylor & the
Maez, 9:30 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for
information.
e CenterArts presents a
Raggae Spring Fest with

Black Uhuru, Andrew Tosh
& The Tosh Band and
Louie Rankin, 9 p.m. in the
Van Duzer Theatre; dance
space avialable, 826-3928
for information.

€t Cetera
¢ Returned Peace Corps
volunteers speak about
Agroforestry and science
teaching in Zaire, 5 p.m. in
Buck House 97, 826-3342
for information.
¢ Spring Crafts Fair, 10

a.m.-4 p.m. on the Quad,
826-4411 for information.

Tugsday 27
€t Cetera
¢ Mouths -N- Motion
readers theater, 9 p.m. at
Jambalaya, 822-4766 for

information.
¢ Spring Crafts Fair
through Friday, 9 a.m.-4
p.m. on the Quad, 8264411 for information.

The Lumberjack
provides a weelly

dose
of fiber jor

your media diet.

40,
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92 20 Pe

93% Off Bake

Try our Vegetarian Pizza
with white sauce.

Michelanyelo

822-7602

Medium 2-Toppin

fake
“Small sca Bal

s
th & He acu

| 6t&hH e Arcata

“22-7602

5.14.93

TIONAL MAGS, NEWSPAPERS
PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS * TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS ¢ (INTERNA

Viena!)

TTT

HLL HTTTITT

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Sun - Thur: Noon fo 11 em
Fri & Sat: Noon to | am
© GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE «

CORNER

5th & J STREETS. ARCATA * CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

